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SUMMARY 
This research examines several heuristic scheduling procedures 
designed to generate minimal cost balanced worfc3|o9ds on parallel 
processors. The problem involves the scheduling of M independent 
batch-type jobs with sequence dependent set-up costs, on N parallel 
processors. It is assumed that sequence dependent change-over costs 
are not Identical for each processor and that all jobs are available 
at some arbitrary time zero. The objective Is to maintain each pro­
cessor workload assignment T^ within a specified limit (D) of the aver 
age assigned machine workload. 
This problem is characterized by a large number of solutions 
which satisfy the. basic balancing condition :thus allowing it to be 
defined as a constrained optimization problem. The objective becomes 
the minimization of total ehange-over cost subject to the balance con­
straint. A branch and bound algorithm for this problem is presented 
and programmed for a digital computer so that evaluation of the heu­
ristic procedures can be made on the basis of change-over cost. Fur­
ther comparative evaluation of the heuristic procedures is based on 
several defined balance measures. 
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CHAPTER I . 
^ ' ' INTRODUCTION : ^ 
In most industrial scheduling situations where mathematical or 
graphical procedures could be used, optimal solution procedures are 
hampered by environmental arid/or economic constraints placed upon the 
amount of effort expended on a particular problem in any given instance. 
In some instances it may be the availability of electronic computers 
of sufficient capacity; in others it may be the incremental costs 
associated with the requirement for additional trained personnel to 
implement the scheduling system. As the volume of research in the area 
of scheduling parallel processors grows, it is apparent that optimal 
solution procedures suffer the same computational difficulties asso­
ciated with the single processor problem and which, for the reasons 
just mentioned, prevent their use in actual job-shop situations. There­
fore, it becomes important to first investigate alternate solution pro­
cedures, such as heuristics, which can provide either near optimal or, 
at least, significantly better than randomly generated, schedules to 
meet the goals of management. 
This research is conducted with the intent of examining several 
heuristic procedures in the scheduling of batch type jobs with sequence-
dependent change-over costs on parallel processors when a balancing 
restriction is imposed. Additionally, a branch and bound algorithm will 
be formulated to obtain, for comparative purposes, an optimal solution 
to this problem. 
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The criteria of workload balancing is receiving an increasing 
amount of attention.— Its importance, arises,* rkojn the' observation that 
schedules derived from procedures based upon various alternative cri­
teria, such as the satisfaction of due dates, may result in unbalanced 
schedules. If we recognize that average through-put time represents 
perfect balance, then workload completion times which precede or 
exceed this time result in corresponding machine idle-time or over­
time. Idle-time is normally avoided by maintenance of high in process 
inventories; however, this practice also serves to mask the existence 
of schedule imbalance. Deane [lO] recognized the possibility of 
reducing in-process inventories by using a dispatching methodology to 
balance machine workloads over a multi-period planning horizon. This 
results from the increased ability to plan a machine's work time as 
well as its down time thus creating a minimum of unanticipated idle 
time. 
Balancing of machine workloads can also be related to other 
job-related measures of performance. In the context of this research, 
balance implies that machine workload completion times are clustered 
about the average machine workloading (mean flow time). Thus, one 
degree of imbalance can be measured by the makespan time - the maximum 
workloading of any machine. Minimum makespan time would, then, be rep­
resented by perfect balance. 
The satisfaction of due dates is consistently stressed in the 
literature as an important measure of any scheduling procedure. Ashour 
[l] states that, "the ability to meet pre-asslgned due dates undoubtedly 
dominates other criteria," in importance. There is no reason to believe 
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t h a t the use o f a b a l a n c e - o r i e n t e d schedul ing procedure would r e s u l t 
i n an increase i n the frequency o f j o b l a t e n e s s . On the c o n t r a r y , the 
p r e d i c t a b i l i t y associated w i t h - t h e p e r i o d i c scheduling:•procedure 
necess i ta ted by the d e f i n i t i o n o f balance used i n t h i s research may 
serve t o decrease the j o b la teness r a t e . 
Problem D e s c r i p t i o n 
Th is research deals w i t h the problem o f schedul ing M b a t c h - t y p e 
jobs on N p a r a l l e l processors w i t h the i n t e n t o f examining opt ima l and 
h e u r i s t i c methods of accompl ishing t h i s schedul ing under the c r i t e r i a 
o f minimizing t o t a l change-over cost w h i l e maintaining a "balanced" 
workload over a l l machines. The set o f M jobs have sequence-dependent 
change-over costs but are o therwise independent; t h a t i s , t h e r e are no 
precedence or t e c h n o l o g i c a l r e s t r i c t i o n s over the set o f a l l p o s s i b l e 
sequences. The unconstra ined m i n i m i z a t i o n problem t r e a t e d h e r e i n 
becomes const ra ined o n l y when workload balancing: r e s t r i c t i o n s are 
imposed. -
Sequence dependent change-over cost r e f e r s t o the cost associated 
w i t h the work r e q u i r e d t o make ready a machine, n e N p r e s e n t l y p rocess ­
i n g job i to; process j o b j such t h a t i , j e M. Th is cost denoted c ^ j n 
i s assumed t o be d e t e r m i n i s t i c and' t y p i c a l l y , d isp layed i n a r ray form. 
I f a l l p a r a l l e l processors are i d e n t i c a l then c . . - c . . f o r a l l < 
r . • • • . , • •, ljn iju 
• .•; A 
i , j e U and f o r a l l n, u e N; and the a r ray C i s two d i m e n s i o n a l . I f , 
A " • A 
however, as i n the case o f t h i s research , c . . p c . . f o r some i , j c M 
i j n ' i j u , • ' • • ' 
and f o r some n, u e N then C i s a th ree dimensional a r ray and the p r o b ­
lem i s sa id t o i n v o l v e d i s t i n c t p rocessors . 
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Following Marsh [12] the M xM matrices of real job ehangerover 
costs (one for each machine) are each imbedded in a larger (M + N) x 
(M + N) matrix of change-over costs in which jobs M + 1 through M + N 
are artificial jobs representing-initial and ~fi-nal states (possibly 
idle). It' is assumed that there is a cost-associated with 'start-up' 
from the initial state and 'shut-down' to the final state and that 
these costs may vary among the machines. Thus, if M jobs are to be 
processed on N machines, the cost of change-over from the initial state 
of machine n e N to*the first real Job assigned to machine n will be 
defined as c.,. . and cost associated with change-over from the final M+n, 3, n * r 
real job completed on machine n to the final state of machine n will be 
defined as e. . Ah array, so constructed, is shown in (l-4). i,M+N+n,n 7 • 
M+l . . . M+N 






Submatrix E contains the original change-over costs for the set 
of M' jobs on machine n. Row M+n in the submatrix A contains the start­
up costs for this machine. All remaining rows in this submatrix rep­
resent start-up costs for the: remaining N-1 machines and, therefore, 
must.be prohibited. This is done by assigning'an infinite cost to these 
elements. In like manner, the (M+n) column of submatrix B represents 
the change-over costs associated with shut-down on this machine. Remain 
ing elements in submatrix Bare again assigned infinite,values to pro­
hibit shut-down on a machine other than the one assigned to process 
the final job. Submatrix E> is an (NxKf) matrix 'In which all diagonal 
elements are zero and all off-diagonal elements are infinite. 
Sequentially infeasible charige-overŝ are also precluded by 
assigning to them an infinite change-over cost. For example, the change 
over cost c. . « e» due to the assumed non-partitive nature of the jobs 
allowing job i to be processed only once. 
A sequence S^ on machine n is represented by a vector of m* 
ordered pairs of jobs, 
S = [(M+n,i. ), (i. ,i. ), , (i , ,M+N+n)] (l-2) 
n L • l,n 1, rr 2, n" ' m ,n7 J 
\-st 
where i. denotes the (j+l) job on machine n and m' < M. Further-
more, associated with any feasible schedule S^ is a balancing criteria 
which requires that the completion time of the (m')th job of S^ for -all 
n e N be within an absolute time interval of the average machine work-
loading. In this research the average machine loading is also the 
minimum makespan time. 
Similarities with Known Problems 
If this problem is considered without the balancing restrictions 
and the processors are considered identical, the problem becomes an 
augmented traveling salesman problem. A solution procedure to this 
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problem involving dependent change-over times has been treated previously 
[12]. In the augmented problem the change-over costs are arrayed in a 
matrix similar to that Of (i-l) except that all the rows in submatrix 
A are equal as are all the columns of submatrix B. The key to this 
solution procedure lies in the fact that the optimal solution to the 
M city problem is imbedded in the solution set of the M+N city prob­
lem. . 
As Marsh [l2] points put, when distinct processors are considered, 
the problem can no longer be handled in a straightforward manner in 
which the augmented traveling salesman problem can be treated; however, 
the extension is not a major one. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
This research covers three distinct areas of general scheduling 
theoryj consequently, the literature survey will be presented in three 
sections:- (l) research concerning the branch and bound algorithm used 
in this research, (2) previous work done in the area of workload bal­
ancing, and (3) heuristic .methods used for scheduling under various 
alternate assumptions and criteria; 
The Branch and Bound Algorithm 
A branch and bound algorithm for determining the optimal sequence 
of a set of M jobs on a single processor was first presented by Little 
et al. [14], Research done by Pierce and Hatfield [13] extended the 
algorithm of Little et al. to include the meeting of preassigned due 
'dates while minimizing change-over times. This research led to sug­
gestions for extending their algorithm to the case of parallel proces­
sors. These suggestions were used by Marsh [12] to develop a branch 
and bound algorithm for scheduling on either distinct or parallel pro­
cessors. 
Marsh's algorithm is designed to minimize sequence-dependent 
change-over times while meeting predetermined due date restrictions. 
All jobs are assumed available ii some arbitrary time zero and to be 
sequence independent with respect to processing times. No job splitting 
is allowed. The algorithm used in this study to obtain optimum balanced 
solutions i;s an adaptation of that developed .in [12]. 
t.', Workload Balancing • 
r Research in the area pf workload balancing has been performed 
under various disciplines and for various types of sequencing problems. 
Balancing, as it applies to this-research,'does"not have* the usual 
connotation of assembly line balancing -but, rather, is the equaliza­
tion of parallel processor workloads. 
Ellon and Chritofides [ 5 ] use a zero-one programming method and 
a heuristic method for solving the problem of allocating n objects of 
given magnitude to boxes, each box having a capacity , in such a 
way that the capacity constraints are not violated and the number of 
boxes required is a minimum. One of the alternate optimality criteria 
mentioned, but not used, in their research is that of minimizing unused 
capacity. Greenberg [ 1 1] altered the algorithm of Eilon and Christofides 
to solve the loading problem when the number of machines (boxes) is 
specified and each machine has an existing workload assigned at time 
zero. His algorithm is equivalent to placing the largest remaining job 
on the machine with the least amount of remaining space that will accept 
it. A modification of this algorithm, allowing equal capacities and 
providing an initializing step, is used in this research. 
Deane and Moodie [10] developed a flow controlled dispatching 
methodology for balancing machine workload assignments in a dynamic job 
shop environment. The workload balancing indices which are used are 
machine oriented, not time period oriented, that is, they are designed 
to maintain a relatively constant workload on individual machines over 
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several time periods, not to maintain even distribution over all machines 
for a given time period. 
Irastorza [16] has developed several workload balancing measures 
for the general job-shop. Most of these measures are, also related to 
multi-time period analysis and are not relevant when analysis is single-
time-period oriented. 
Heiiristic Experience 
Gere [8] used simulation to study the effectiveness of heuristic 
scheduling rules combined with priority rules in the M x N flow shop 
problem. Jobs consisted of technologically ordered operations and no 
back passing was allowed. Both the static and dynamic cases were 
examined with the intent of -meeting due dates or, failing this, to 
minimize the sum of lateness times. Although the program was designed 
for this .due date oriented problem, Gere observed that little effort 
was required to adapt it to the problem of minimizing makespan time. 
Limited experience with this adapted program indicated that heuristics 
may be very effective in handling this problem. 
Gavett [6] examined three elementary heuristic rules for sequen­
cing a set of-.M jobs through a single facility to minimize change-over 
time... Pn addition to sequence dependent set-up times; he assumed that 
the final job in job set M wa!s the first to be processed in the next 
job set N i.e.., no "start-up" or "shut-down" cost was assumed. Gavett's 
NB' or ''Next Best" rule made; job selections based upon-the next least 
change-over time - much the same as the algorithm of Lockett and 
Muhlmann [15]. His second rule (NB') is a variation of the NB rule. 
it generates M-l sequences by varying the iriitaat gob P-l times and 
thereafter following the NB rule. The NB" rule involves the column 
reduction of the change-over time matrix as defined by Little et al. 
[12]. After column reduction, the NB" schedule is obtained by apply­
ing the NB* rule to the resulting matrix. The study concluded that the 
NB rule and its variants were significantly better {8% to 76%)than 
random scheduling. \. 
A more sophisticated heuristic approach to the traveling-salesman 
problem is presented by Ashour, Vega, and Parker [ 2 ] . In this case 
the objective is to minimize change-over cost. Their method employs 
the maximum alternate cost criteria to motivate change over selections 
in a branch and bound heuristic algorithm similar to that of Little et 
al. and incorporates a look-ahead tie breaking scheme. Of fifteen known 
problems (selected from the literature) this heuristic provided the 
optimal solution for eight. 
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CHAPTER III 
MEASURES (DF PERFORMANCE \ 
The fundamental assertion of this research is that balancing 
of workloads on parallel processors is desirable..:;; In order for this 
general criteria of balancing to be converted to an analytical meas­
ure, it is necessary to explain exactly what is meant by the term 
balance as it relates to the current shop situation-. For example, 
balancing'of workloads in this research is single time period 
oriented; that is, the objective is even distribution of workloads 
over all machines in a single time period. This places emphasis upon 
the predictability of machine productivity and overall shop loading. 
Balance, however, can also be machine oriented as in the case of the 
measures developed by Irastroza [16]. In this situation emphasis is 
placed upon the consistency of machine utilization in terms of average 
workload per time period over'-a multî -period planning horizon. 
In actual practice the decision making authority within the firm 
will be required to furnish guidelines reflecting the utility of vari­
ous production measures within the particular processing environment of 
concern, so that those in charge of scheduling can decide which one of 
a number of possible balance measures to use. These guidelines will, 
in general, reflect operating, maintenance, and wage constraints. 
For purposes of this research some basic measures will simply be defined 
with the intent of using them to compare the performance of the given 
optimal and heuristic scheduling procedures when constrained by a 
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particular balance criterion. 
Before continuing, more should be said concerning the single 
time period orientation of this research. This orientation is based 
upon the assumption, common in much of the scheduling literature, of 
a static situation. This assumes that all jobs are available for sche­
duling at some arbitrary time zero. In this case the assumption is not 
unrealistic in the sense that continuous arrival of orders is not pro­
hibited. Jobs are simply queued off the job floor. During the process­
ing period, incoming jobs are engineered and, when the desired amount 
of work is accumulated, jobs are scheduled, as a lot, to be dispatched 
at the beginning of the next period. 
It is important to note that balance, in this research, was 
considered a constraint rather than a measure to be minimized. The 
objective was to find the schedule yielding the minimum total change­
over cost which also satisfied the fixed constraint. The balance con­
straint, to be defined, was basically a fixed deviation from perfect 
balance. The assigned workloading for a given machine was defined as 
the sum of the processing times of the individual jobs (t^) assigned to 
it. Thus if the job set M is to be scheduled on the machine set N, 
each job to be performed only once, the machine workloading T^ was 
defined to be: 
T > V t.; for all n eN, i e m* (ill-l) n LJ 1 
where m' < M is the subset of M jobs assigned to machine n. The aver­
age or optimally balanced workload can then be defined as 
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T* = IE Tn ( l I I - 2 ) 
n=l 
Balance will then be defined in terms of an absolute time deviation, 
D, about T*. A schedule will be said to be balanced if, for all n e N, 
the workloading of machine n is within the limits imposed by the fixed 
quantity D, such that, 
|T - t*| C D for all n e N (ill-3) 
This definition of balance accounts for a certain degree of 
scheduling flexibility. An amount of processing time, D, in excess of 
the average workloading (minimum,makespan time) is available on each 
machine. This additional time allows for unforeseen work slowdowns 
and stoppages as well as a limited.amount of rescheduling. This flexi­
bility should aid in lowering the incidence of job lateness. 
An additional consequenqe of this definition is the existence of 
a large feasible solution space. Within the limits defined by the var­
iable D," there will be many schedules which will meet the balance con­
straint; consequently, some measures are needed which will allow com-
parisons to be made between the various proposed scheduling procedures. 
~ _ _ I Dispersion Indiees 
Tn the context of single period balancing, the most general 
measure of balance can be defined in terms of the absolute deviation 
of the machine workloadings about T*. The first measure, Maximum Dis­
persion Index (MDI), determines the greatest absolute deviation from 
T of the individual machine schedules, S . Thus 
n 
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-* i 'Ji'"^:: 
|T - V , 
MDI = max n » — 1 . (III-4) 
The Average Deviation Index-,r(ADl) measures the average devia­
tion of assigned schedules about T* without.regard to cancelling 
effects of over- and under-utilization of machines within the time 
period. It is defined as, 
, !i |T - T*| 
m a f L " > ( I I I " 5 ) 
' n=l. 
' Overtime Inde x 
This index provides a measure of the relative amount of machine 
over-utilization within a scheduling period. It measures the total 
processing time in excess of T* required by any complete schedule gen­
erated by the scheduling procedures. It is defined as: 
OTI = £ (Tn - T*) (III-6) 
n=l 
where N' is the subset of N for which the assigned processing times 
are greater than T*. 
This measure is important when, for reasons attributable to 
increased wages or to the possible backlog of jobs into succeeding 
periods, a high cost is associated with workloading beyond T . 
- Extended Limit Index 
Consider the case where balancing limits have been imposed. If 
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all machine workloadings are within these limits, then the generated 
schedule is considered balanced. Depending upon the size of D and the 
variance of the job processing times, it may not be possible to obtain 
a feasible schedule•using heuristic rules' which do not possess a look-
ahead scheme. It then becomes necessary to have a measure of the fre­
quency of the oceurrance of infeasible schedules. 
These indices, then, measure the amount of processing time 
beyord (T* *•+ D):. •a]n|i.,vShpxt,:;-aT' iT^r^ B|>t̂ e;s$ltin|j''- frjm^the scheduling 
procedures. If we let R = T + D be the upper balance limit and 
-R «= T - D be the lower balance limit then the absolute extended 
limit time interval becomes 
fTn " R ' i r T n > R 
R - T ; if T < -R n n 
0 ; otherwise 
• f ?> • 
It is now possible to define the Maximum Extended Limit Index as, 
> . • 
. MEL = max -f ' (ill-7) 
N T 
and the Average Extended Limit Index as, 
A EL - I.. I Ln/T* (III-8) 
n=l 
These indices are good measures of a procedure's performance 
when a high cost, is associated with infeasible schedules but cost var­
iance within the feasible range is minimal or acceptable. 
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CHAPTER IV 
BRANCH AND BOUND ALGORITHM 
This algorithm is an adaptation of the branch and bound 
algorithmof Marsh [l2j. It is designed to minimize total change­
over cost of the schedule of M batch type jobs on N parallel but dis­
tinct processors such that the total workload on any processor meets 
an imposed balancing restriction. Distinct processors imply that 
change-over costs are not only sequence dependent but also processor 
dependent. It seems reasonable to assume that, in any manufacturing 
environment, a certain amount of machine replacement will be continu­
ally on-going due to technological obsolescence. At the same time, 
economic constraints will be acting to limit replacement during any 
given budget year resulting in a mixture of technologically dissimilar 
processors in use at a given time. It is logical, then, that the change­
over costs will in general, vary between processors. For this very 
practical reason this research has been conducted under the assumption 
of distinct processors. 
Branching 
The process of branching consists of breaking the total set of 
possible schedules into successive dichotomous subsets which include or 
exclude particular job change-overs. Each branching point is called a 
node. The first node of the tree represents the set of all possible 
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schedules (Q). This node is partitioned into representing all 'sche­
dules whieh include,the change-over (p,q) on processor n, and Q^' 
representing all schedules which exclude the selected change-over 
(p,q)n. Thus 
= S | S £ Q ; (p,q)n e S (iV-l) 
Q" « S | S e Q ; (p,q)n / S (lV-2) 
The selection procedure for the specific change-over (p,q)^ is 
motivated by the maximum alternate cost concept described by Little 
et al. [14] and extended to the parallel; processor problem by Marsh 
[ l 2 j . If a change-over (p^q)R is not made on processor n, then 
exactly one of two eventsvimust qccAjrt (l) the change-over (p,q) is 
not made on any processor or ( 2 ) the change-over/Xp,q} is made on a 
processor other than n. If (l) occurs then change-overs^pj,u f q 
and (v.q)^ v ̂  p must be made., The occurrence of (l) or ( 2 ) is neces­
sary because each job must be processed. 
In case (l) the alternate cost* of any schedule is: 
A Y - min c + min C (lV-3) 
P g n 1<1<N P u r K K M v c» r 
u^q vfp 
because change-overs from p and to q must occur somewhere in the sche­
dule other than on processor n. 
In case ( 2 ) the alternate cost of any schedule will be. 
A % min c (lV-4) 
rj 
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v Lower Bounds 
, Little et al. [14] define a,process of subtracting the smallest 
element in any row or column of a matrix from each of the corresponding 
row and column elements as row ("column) reduction with the resulting 
sum of the minimum elements being a lower bound on any schedule. Fol­
lowing Marsh [12] the three dimensional array C described in (i-l) is 
said to be fully reduced if for each i there exists some h and k such 
that c^hk ~ 0 arid for each j there exists some f and g such that 
c r. = 0. Thus fjg 
c' . = c. . - min c. - min [c . - min c "1 (lV-5) ljn ljn lvr u ujr uvrJ J J v,r u,r J v,r 
It can be shown that 
h » ) min c. + ) min [c . - min c ] (lV-6) L lvr L L ujr uvrJ ' 
i v,r ^ u,r J v,r 
is a lower bound on the total change-over time for any schedule 
under C. 
If a composite matrix constructed in this manner: 
C* « c? * min ft. . 1 (IV-7) 
is reduced in the manner described above the result is: 
e*[ = c^, - min e*; - min [c^. - min c* ] (lV-8) ij ij iv u uj uvJ 
and a lower bound on any schedule which is an element of T^ is 
h (IV-9) 
v u V 
1 J 
Furthermore, bounding from below the cost required for any 
subset of Q.' defined by (iV-l) can fee. expressed in terms of this 
. 1 --\y ••••••• 
lower bound; ~ v 
b(Q^) « b{Q±) + h (IV-10) 
The lower bound of any schedule that is an element of Q̂ ' defined by 
(lV-2) can be expressed in terms of the alternate costs; 
6., min W.. , Z. . ] (iV-ll) ljn •*1 ijn' ijnJ • 
and it is proved in Marsh [12] that the cost z Q ( S ) of any admissible 
schedule S such that (i, j) ^ ^ S is bounded as follows: 
z ( S ) > min [Y. . ; * ' ] = 6,, (IV-l2) o - k,ij:n' Mjn J ijn 
Therefore the bound on any S e Q̂ ' is expressed as: 
b(Q.M) - b(Q.) + G (IV-13) 
i i pqn 
Thus if we are presently at node Y of the tree, a lower bound 
on the next inclusive node X would be *; 
b(X) = b(tf) '+ h 
and a lower bound on the exclusive node X would be 
, ' b(X),» bl(Y). + » * 1 
-pgn . . 
for the change-over (p,q)^. 
Branching always proceeds to the inclusive node until a complete 
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soi'mtio-ra".is" Q|t3i-j*ecl--;©.r/ until a -'Selection is made which is infeasible 
due to the balancing restriction. If a complete feasible schedule is 
obtained and there are no nodes which have a lower bound less than the 
current least cost then the solution is optimal. If, however, there 
exists a node with a lower bound less than the present cost we must 
backtrack to that node and proceed along the path of the exclusive 
node until a new scjlution is reached or until the cost of the last com­
plete solution is exceeded. 
If any assigned change-over results in a violation of the bal­
ance constraint, the assignment; is rejected and another change-over 
must be selected. This amounts to branching along the path of the 
exclusive node. 
Of these two conditions that may require backtracking the latter 
warrents further explanation. If backtracking is necessitated by a 
violation of the balance restriction prior to reaching a complete solu­
tion, the resulting initial solution will necessarily possess a lower 
bound which is equal to or greater than that of the initial solution of 
the unconstrained problem. This results from the requirement to choose 
a path other than the all inclusive path. If the resulting lower bound 
is greater, and it typically is, the solution set of schedules with 
lower bounds equal to or less than the current one is also larger. 
Guaranteeing optimality is tied to a set partitioning scheme which 
systematically searches all exclusive nodes with lower bounds less than 
the lower bound of the current complete solution. Replacement of the 
current best solution occurs when a lesser lower bound is obtained. 
Because of this procedure, any increase of the lower bound of the initial 
unconstrained optimal solution results in an increase in the size of the 
remaining solution set and thus decreased efficiency of the algorithm. 
Statement of the Algorithm 
Step li Construct G according to (i-l) and C* according to (lV-7). 
Let Z q be the total change-over cost for the best schedule 
available at any time in the algorithm, initially <». 
Step 2: Row and column reduce C according to (lV-5) and C* according 
to (lV-8). Compute h from (lV-9) and let b(Q) = h. 
Step 3: Compute the alternate costs 0^^n according to (iV-ll) for 
each change-over (i, j) for which G*^ - 0. Let 
8 = max 6. . . 
pqn ljn 
Step 4» Branch from the current node, say Y, by creating a node X 
for schedules including change-over (p,q) and a node X for 
schedules which prohibit change-over (p,q), i.e. (p,q). 
Compute the lower bound b(X) according to (IV-13). 
Step 5» Develop the data describing the problem at node X by letting 
c = o o and c* = min c pgn pq u pqu 
Step 6: Develop the penalty cost matrices for the new scheduling 
problem at node X by the following procedure: . 
(a) Delete rows p and columns q from C for all k =1,...,N. 
(b) Find the starting job s and the final job e in the 
partial sequence containing (p,q)R and set * s e n = ». Also 
set c^ n = oo for all n=l,...,N 
(c) If (p,q) is imbedded in a partial sequence containing 
terminal job M+N+n set c... = oo for all y F n. 
M+y,p,y 1 1 
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(d) If job e is the ending job in the partial sequence 
containing M+n, and, if for any other processor, u j£ n, 
job s is the starting job in the partial schedule contain­
ing M+N +u set c = oo. 
. esn 
Recompute C* according to (lV-7). 
Step 7: Row and column reduce G* according to (IV-8) and C according 
to (lV-5). Compute h from (IV-6) and b(X) from (lV-10). 
Step 8: If b(X) < Z q and the change-over does not create a partial 
sequence S^ which assigns more than T + D units of work to 
machine n, thus violating the balance criteria, go to Step 9. 
If b(X) > Z q or a partial sequence is unbalanced, backtrack 
to the node If»representing the greatest number of feasible 
change-fbvers. Recall the cost-matrics for the partial sche­
dule* represented by node W and go to' step 3 setting Y = W. 
If no such node W e xi st s terminate the solution procedure. 
The last schedule found is optimal. 
Step 9t If the reduced matrix C* at node X has more than two rows and 
two columns which are not all infinite go to step 3. If not, 
determine which, if any, job is not included in the partial 
schedule. If the remaining change-overs result in complete 
sequence S^ on machine n such that .̂T t̂  > T + D or such that 
V "t̂  < T - D for any neN then the partial schedule is 
ien . 
infeasible. In this case backtrack to the node W representing 
the greatest number of feasible change-overs. Recall the cost 
matrices for the partial schedule represented by node Iftl and 
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go to step 3 s e a t i n g Y-.F W. If the partial schedule 
.' satisfies' the feasibility checks, complete the schedule 
by adding those change-overs which have one zero in each > 
non-infinite row" and column of C*'. If the lower bound 
of this complete solution i"s greater than Z q backtrack 
.- âccording to' step 8#- • , .-•^. : ^ : r v : ' -
Numerical Example 
To illustrate the operation of the algorithm c o n s i d e r the M = 5, 
N = 2 distinct parallel processor problem whose change-over cost 
matrices are shown in (1V-14) and (lV-15) 
C, 
A 
00 g 4 7 2 . *4i 00 
OI
 00 7 2 4 7 oo 
2 00 6 3 5 00 
4 4 3 00 & 4, 00 
1 2 3 1 00 6 00 
6 5 5 3 00 00 
00 00 00 oo ; • ;pO op oo 
00 8 4 7 2 op 4 
OI
 oo 7 2 4 00 5 
OJ
 5 00 6 3 oo § 
4 4 3 00 5 00 3 
1 2 3 1 Op 00 6 
00 00 00 00 oo oo • 
6 5 4 6 5 00 00 
(IV-14) 
(IV-15) 
Let the proclessinĝ  times for theiigiven: jobs be,- P ^ 15,4,6,3,8 j , 
In line with previous definitions jobs 6 and 7 are initial jobs and 
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jobs 8 and 9 are final jobs (imaginary). From step 1 the penalty cost 
A A 
matrix for each, machine C^ and are constructed as shown above. 
Construct C* according to (TV-7) as shown below. 
C* = 
CO 8 4 7 
CM 4 4 
2 00 7 2 4 7 ,5 
<N 5 oo 6 3 5 5 
4 4 3 C O 5 4 3 
1 2 3 1 00 6 6 
6 5 5 3 5 ob C O 
6 5 4 6 5 oo 00 
From step 2 C* and C are reduced to yield 
C 2 = 
00 5 :• 1 5. 0 1 00 
0 00 4 0 2 4 00 
0 • 2 00 4 1 2 00 
2 1 0 00 3 0 C O 
0 0 1 0 00 4 00 
3 1 1 0 2 00 00 
O S C O 00 00 00 00 00 
C O ^%' 2 5 0 00 0 
G ' O O 1 5 ' 0 2 '1 00 1 
0 2 00 4 1 00 1 
1 0 ,. 0 00 :!. 2. 00 0 
0 0 0 00 C O 3 
00 C O C O 00 -1 0 0 O S . C O 








0 1 2 
CO 5 0 2 4 3 
0 . . ? CO 4 1 2 3 
1 0 0 ' OO 2 0 0 
0 G 2 0 OO 4 5 
3 1 2 0 2 00 00 
2 0 G 2 1 CO 00 
( IV -19) 
A lower bound on the t o t a l changeover cost r e q u i r e d by any 
f e a s i b l e schedule i s h = 19 and t h e t r e e o f F igure 1 i s s t a r t e d . 
According t o step 3 , element (4 ,9 ) o f C* ' has the maximum 
a l t e r n a t e cost o f 2 $ . t h e r e f o r e , ( p , q ) R « ( '4,9)- : s ince - c ' | » c 4 9 2 . 
By step 4 the set Q thus f a r i s p a r t i t i o n e d i n t o denoted 
by ( 4 , 9 ) 2 i n F igure 1 and Q^' denoted by ( 4 , 9 ) 2 « 
The cost data t o be computed i n step 5 d e s c r i b i n g the sche­
d u l i n g problem subset Q '̂ i s i d e n t i c a l t o equat ions ( I V - 1 7 ) , ( lV -18 ) 
and ( lV^19) except t h a t e* A •> » and %, . 1 = OO. 
O , 4 O , 4 , 1 
A l l changeovers both t o and from j o b 4 must now be done on 
machine number 2 . The adjustments o f step 6 y i e l d * 
OO 5 1 CO G 1 OP 
0 CO 4 00 CM 4 00 
0 2 00 00 1 2 CO 
CO 00 OO CO 00 .'. OO OP 
0 0 1 OO 00 4 00 
3 1 1 OO 2 00 00 
00 00 00 CO 00 00 CO 
( I V - 2 G ) 
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A 
ob 5 2 5 ; 0 00 00 
0 00 5 0 2 00 00 
• c 
0 2 00 , 4 1 00 o° 
00 00 00 00 00 00 . 00 
0 0 2 G oo oo 00 
OS oo 00 CO oo CO 00 
2 0 0 2 • 1 00 00 
(IV-21) 
00 5 2 5 0 1 0 0 
oo 5 0 2 4 00 
0 2 00 4 1 2 00 
00 op 00 00" ' 00 oo 00 
0 2 0 oo 4 00 
3 1 2 00 2 00 00 
2 0 0 2 1 00 00 
(IV-22) 
= 20 < z * oo. 
o 
The reduction of C* in equation (lV-22) required by step 7 results in 
the reduction of row 6 by 1 and of column 6 by 1. Therefore b(X) = 
19 + 2 f'21 as shown in Figure 1., Step 8 deduces that there are more 
than two remaining rows and columns :with non-infinite elements and 
that bl 
R e c u r s i v e 4t#ratiqnsr ©f thishprocedjare are required arid; will 
result in the tree representation in Figure 1. A tree representation 
of the unconstrained solution to this problem is also given in Figure 1 
(dotted lines). Notice that increased backtracking is necessary in the 
constrained problem due to the fact that the balancing restriction 
forced the algorithm off the 'all-inclusive1 path before a complete 
initial solution was obtained, increasing both the initial solution 
cost (z q ) , and the size of the remaining solution space. 
Figure 1. Tree Representation o'f Distinct Parallel Processor Problem where M =5, N = 2, D c.15 
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CHAPTER V ,;tj 
HEURISTIC RULES 
General 
In normal operating' situations two factors contribute to the 
practical difficulty of obtaining optimal sequences for parallel 
processors. The first involves the c ^ j n values representing job 
change-over costs. The problem of obtaining these costs is not 
trivial especially when the change-over job associated with the cost 
is often complex and not amenable to exact standardization. For 
analytical purposes this problem is minimized by assuming that change­
over costs are deterministic. The second difficulty is not so easily 
handled. It relates to the availability of computing facilities - a 
luxury which in many cases might not exist. Furthermore, as problems 
become even moderately large, existing optimal scheduling procedures 
are limited by the capacity of existing facilities as well as imposed 
budgetary constraints. It is this factor, then, that necessitates the 
use of non-optimal, simplified decision rules in the scheduling process. 
Six such rules are examined in this study. 
Although this specific problem has not been addressed in the 
open literature, researchers concerned with structurally similar prob­
lems have employed job selection criteria that could be modified to 
meet present assumptions. Of specific interest were selection proce­
dures based upon change-over cost used to solve the traditional traveling 
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salesman problem as well as procedures based upon processing times 
employed by Eilon and Christofides [5 ] and Greenberg [ll] in their 
research of the loading problem. 
Maximum Regret Algorithm 
This algorithm with a tie breaking scheme was used by Ashour, 
Vega, and Parker [2] in solving the traveling salesman problem as it 
applies to single processor scheduling. In order to be used in the 
parallel processor problem with balancing restrictions it must be modi 
fled to incorporate a back-tracking scheme to be used when the con­
straining criteria forbid a particular change-over. It,is, in effect, 
a first pass solution of the optimal algorithm described previously. 
There is no provision, however, for breaking ties between the maximum 
alternate costs at any point in the algorithm. Instead, if a tie 
exists, it is broken by a random selection of the alternative choices. 
Thus the statement of the algorithm is the same as that presented in 
Chapter IV except that in step 8, when the first feasible schedule is 
obtained, the procedure is terminated. 
Le'astL&fst' Next Rule • • .• 
The %u|e (JJCN) is an extension of th&ti\ise& by Lockett and 
Muhlemahn [15] and Gavett [6] in their research of the traveling sales 
man problem. Under this rule (LCN), a job is selected which cor-
responds to the minimum change-over cost over all N machines. Thus, 
initialization occurs by determining the- least start-up cost for each 
machine and selecting the job corresponding to the minimum of these: 
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costs. Minimum change-over costs on the N-1 machines not selected 
remain the same for the next selection while the minimum change-over 
cost of the previously: selected machine must be made from the row of 
the change-over cost matrix corresponding to the previously selected 
job. The procedure continues until a selected job violates the bal­
ance constraint, in which case, the job corresponding to the next 
cheapest and feasible change-over cost is selected. 
Statement of the Rule 
(1) From the ehange^o^|:r^6st matrices, select the minimum 
feasible change-over (possibly start-up) cost for each 
machine. 
(2) Select the joband machine corresponding to the minimum 
of these costs., 
( 3 ) If T;£ < T* + D, eliminate the selected job from further 
consideration and go to step (l). If T^ > T* + D go to 
step ( 4 ) . '\^" r""'-> 
( 4 ) Select the next cheapest change-over cost from the remain­
ing machines. Go to step ( 3 ) . 
Least Cost -Least Remaining 
This rule (LCLR) is a variant of the previous rule. Instead of 
assigning jobs based strictly upon change-over costs, this rule is 
concerned with the placement of selected jobs; that is, instead of 
allowing jobs to be assigned to machines completely at random, the 
assignments-are made in an ordered fashion. Under this rule, one job 
is initially assigned to each machine based upon the least start-up 
cost. Thereafter, selections are made by- determining the minimum of 
the change-over costs on the processor with the least remaining 
capacity. If the; selected job violates the balance constraint, do not 
assign it. Instead, choose the machine with the next least remaining 
capacity and select the minimum change-over cost job from it. 
Statement of the Rule 
(1) Initialize each processor by assigning to it the job 
with the least change-over cost. 
( 2 ) Select the processor with the least remaining capacity. 
( 3 ) From the remaining jobs, select the one that has the 
least change-over cost on the processor selected in 
step 2 . Add the processing time (tm) of this job m 
.to the selected processor total, such that •* T^ft^ 
Eliminate job m from further consideration. 
( 4 ) If all jobs have been assigned, terminate the procedure. 
If T k < T* + D go to step 2 , If T k > T* + D, go to 
step 5 . 
( 5 ) Temporarily eliminate processor k from consideration, 
free job m, and go to step 2 . 
Least Cost -Greatest Remaining 
This rule (LCGR) is identical to the LCLR rule except that 
ordering of the selections insures even filling of the set of N 
machines rather than filling of one machine at a time. Under this 
rule, the machine with the greatest remaining processing capacity is 
selected and the job corresponding to the least feasible change-over 
cost on that machine is assigned. 
Statement of the Rule 
(1) Initialize each processor by; assigning to it the job 
with the least change-over cost. 
( 2 ) Select the processor with the greatest remaining capacity. 
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( 3 ) From the remaining jobs, select the one that has the 
least ehange-Over cost on the processor selected in 
step 2 . Add the processing time (tm) of this job m. 
to the selected processor total, such that = + tm. 
Eliminate job m from further consideration. 
( 4 ) If all jobs have been assigned, terminate the procedure. 
If T k < T* + D go to step 2. If Tfe > T* + D, go to 
step 5 . 
(5)temporarily eliminate processor-k from consideration, 
free job m, and go to step 2 . 
Largest Job -Least Cost 
This rule, referred to as LJLC, assigns jobs primarily on the 
basis of job size. It assumes that it is advantageous to assign jobs 
with the longest processing time first. This should reduce wide vari­
ance in possible assignments near the end of the scheduling process. 
Under this rule, jobs -are ordered in decreasing order of size and 
schedules, in.- order, on the machine^ which has'fthe least change-over 
cost. If a balance constraint is. violated the job is assigned to the 
machine with next least change-rover cost. If the job violates the 
balance constraint on every-machine, it is arbitrarily assigned to the 
machine with the greatest remaining capacity. 
Statement of the Rule 
(1) List the job processing times t; in decreasing order of 
magnitude. 
(2) Assign the first ordered (largest) job to the processor 
pn which it has the least start-up cost. 
( 3 ) Choose the next job and assign it to the processor on 
which it has the least change-over or start-up cost. 
Add the processing time t̂  of this job to the present 
total processing time on processor k to which it has 
been assigned. 
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(4) If M jobs -have.-been assigned terminate the solution 
procedure. If T k < T* + D go to step 3. If > T* +D 
go to step 5'.' ' ., • \ 
(5) '.. Assign this job to. the processor vwith-thei next (Least) 
'change-over cost. Go to step 3. 1 
Largest Job, Next #1 
The next two rules are extensions of Greenbergrs £ll] loading 
algdrithrf. T̂he- original intent1 of this rule^rs^tb "produce, good bal­
ance; consequently, it is not expected that they will provide good 
results with respect to minimizing changer-over cost.. After initiali­
zation, the remaining jobs are assigned, in decreasing order of process 
ing length to the machine with the least remaining capacity. If the 
balance constraint is violated, the next largest job is assigned until 
an assignment is made or all jobs have been tried.. In the latter case, 
the machine with next least processing time remaining is selected and 
the largest job is again assigned to it. 
The purpose in using these algorithms is to obtain an indication 
of the trade-off involved between balance and total change-over cost. 
Statement of the Rule 
(1) Assign the largest job to the processor on which it has 
the least start-up cost. 
(2) Select the processor with the least remaining capacity 
and assign the largest remaining job to it. 
(3) If T^ > T* + D, temporarily eliminate this job from 
further consideration and assign the next largest job 
to the same processor. If none of the remaining jobs 
can be assigned to this processor eliminate;this pro­
cessor from future eonsider'ation and go to step 2.If 
all jobs have been assigned terminate the solution pro­
cedure. 
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Largest Job Next #2 
The algorithm (LJN2) is a variant of the LJN1 algorithm employ­
ing a slightly different initiatizing procedure. Here it was felt that 
varying the initialization process would yield different results in 
terms of total change-over cost while maintaining relatively equal 
balance results as obtained by LJN1. 
Statement of the Rule 
(1) For initiation of the procedure, assign one job to each 
processor based upon the least start-up cost for that 
processor. 
(2) Select the processor with the least remaining capacity 
and assign the largest remaining job to it. 
(3) If T^ > T* f D, temporarily eliminate this job from 
further consideration and assign the next largest job 
to the same processor. If none of the remaining jobs 
can be assigned to this processor eliminate this pro­
cessor from future consideration and go to step 2. If 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
General 
Analysis was primarily concerned with detection of differences 
between several heuristic scheduling rules (Chapter V) with respect to 
various measures of performance^ (Chapter III).. In addition, balanced 
optimal and unconstrained optimal solutions were obtained for a limited 
set of problems to be used for comparative purposes. In\,this way, a 
measure of the tradeoff, between balance and cost was obtained. 
Accomplishing this required the branch and bound algorithm of Chapter 
IV coded in Fortran V for the UN I VAC 1.108 as well as a Fortran V pro­
gram for the given heuristic scheduling rules. The Fortran V code for 
the algorithm to find the optimal balanced solution is given in Appen­
dix C. This program is a modification of the program given in Marsh 
[12]. The Fortran V coding for the heuristic rules is given in Appen­
dix D. 
Problems were defined in terms of a number of processors, N, a 
number of jobs, M, and a specified Balance Limit (D). Changeover cost 
matrices were generated for each machine, in any given problem, using 
uniformly distributed random numbers between 0 and 10. Processing 
times for the job set were uniformly distributed between 10 and 18. 
The random number seeds used to generate the sample changeover 
cost matrices were subjected to three tests to insure randomness. The 
tests included (i) Runs Above,and Below the Mean (ii) Autocorrelation, 
and (iii) Chi-Square Frequency Test [16]. 
The design of the testing procedure lent itself to the use of 
Analysis of Variance Techniques. F-tests were conducted to determine 
if statistically significant differences existed between the mean 
values of the given balance measures under the given scheduling rules. 
Discussion of Results 
It was deemed desirable to obtain the true balanced optimal 
solution for each test problem in order to provide a base with which 
to compare the heuristic rules. However, the Fortran V code given by 
Marsh and modified as shown in Appendix C provided severe limitations 
on the size of problems that could be solved. 
With this in mind several problem sets were solved using the 
optimal algorithm. The results are shown in Appendix B. In each case 
five replications were run within each problem set. Thus, there were 
actually five different problems solved for each combination of jobs 
and machines. Each of the problems were generated using a different 
random number seed. One sample set of results is shown in Table 1. 
Table 2 represents the ANOVA conducted on the total change­
over cost data in Table 1. The F-statistic of 29.8 compared with the 
critical F-value of 2.59 indicates that there is a significant differ­
ence in the means of total change-over cost between the scheduling pro­
cedures in this problem set. 
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Table 1. Optimal, Maximum Regret, and Heuristic Results for 
Total -(Shangerbver Cost and M a x M u m Deviation for 






LJN1 LJN 2 L c i J r LMR? LJLC LCN 
Total Chang* 5-over Co st 
10 12 19 36 56 16 22 40 19 
GO 
OO
 11 43 54 30 22 62 22 
7 13 43 54 18 17 41 29 
14 17 22 68 77 29 31 64 30 
11 11 20 51 65 27 21 45 26 
Avg 10.0 11.4 * 17.0 48.2 61.2 24.0 22.6 50.4 25.2 
Maximum Deviation * • 
.412 .058 ' .• .044 .132 .147 .000 .015 .088 .015 
.355 .118 ' .118. ; .145 .145 .132 .013 .079 .013 
.217 .043 .000 .029 .145 .058 .029 .043 .043 
.239 .119 .045 . .149 .149 .090 .015 .119 .045 
.405 .000 .054 .135 .135 .027 .081 .027 .027 
Avg .326 .068 .052 .118 .144 .061 .031 .071 .028 
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Table 2. ANOVA for Total Change-over Cost Data Obtained 
for Problem Set in which M =10, N « 2 and D *.15 













The results of Duncan's Test concluded that the average uncon­
strained optimal cost is significantly less than the average balanced 
optimal cost even though, in two individual cases, the costs were 
equal• The average cost differences between the unconstrained and bal 
anced optimal solutions for the three problem sets considered are 
reflected in Figure 2. 











10 - 2 
12 - 2 










Figure 2. Average Difference in Total Change-over Cost 
Between Unconstrained and Balanced Optimal 
Solutions for Three Different Problem Sizes. 
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The l a r g e d i f f e r e n c e s i n average t o t a l change-over costs between 
the unconstra ined and balanced opt imal s o l u t i o n s can, i n p a r t , be 
expla ined by the presence o f ' s t a r t - u p ° and 'shut -down ' c o s t s . I t 
was observed t h a t , q u i t e o f t e n , the unconstra ined optimum s o l u t i o n 
r e q u i r e d the sequencing o f a l l j obs on a s i n g l e machine. I n such a 
case the t o t a l change-over cost i s the sum o f M i l u n i f o r m l y d i s ­
t r i b u t e d change-over c o s t s . The balanced opt imal s o l u t i o n s , on the 
o ther hand, always u t i l i z e the e n t i r e machine s e t ; consequent ly , the 
t o t a l cost f o r balanced opt imal s o l u t i o n s i s always the sum o f M + 2N -1 
u n i f o r m l y d i s t r i b u t e d change-over c o s t s . The e f f e c t o f t h i s d i f f e r e n c e 
i n the number o f change-over costs which comprise the t o t a l cost of 
e i t h e r s o l u t i o n should d i m i n i s h as the number of jobs increase , p r o ­
v ided t h a t N remains r e l a t i v e l y cons tan t . 
The remaining two F - s t a t i s t i e s f o r t o t a l change-over cost a lso 
exceeded the c r i t i c a l v a l u e ; t h e r e f o r e , Duncan's t e s t s were conducted 
f o r a l l sets of d a t a . The r e s u l t s i n d i c a t e d t h a t , a l though the f i r s t 
pass r u l e produced the best r e s u l t s r e l a t i v e t o the next best h e u r i s t i c 
solutions-LCGR and LCN- no s t a t i s t i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t d i f f e r e n c e between 
the t h r e e r u l e s was d e t e c t e d . 
The same s t a t i s t i c a l procedure was used t o compare the performance 
o f the r u l e s and a l g o r i t h m s w i t h re ference t o maximum and average d e v i ­
a t i o n . For the cases i n which two machines were a v a i l a b l e , Duncan's 
t e s t s concluded t h a t the 1st Pass r u l e d i d not produce re ' su l ts as low 
as other h e u r i s t i c r u l e s , s p e c i f i c a l l y LCLR, LCGR and LCN. When N = 3 , 
the l s t Pass r u l e d i d produce the best r e s u l t s f o r both measures; how-
ever , i n a l l cases, d i f f e r e n c e s between l s t Pass, LCN, LCLR, and LCGR 
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were not significant. 
Extended Non-Optimal Results 
The next phase of the research dealt with the analysis of per­
formance of the heuristic rules, alone. Results for selected large 
problems are contained in Appendix A. 
Problem sizes of 15, 25, 35 and 45 jobs were each scheduled on 
3, 4 and 5 machines. Eight problems of each combination of jobs and 
machines were randomly generated ;and executed.The results reported 
in Appendix A reflect averages of each"set of problems. A one-way 
analysis of variance test was conducted using the data from each set 
of problems and for four measures of performance-cost, maximum devia­
tion, average deviation•• ar^--emended limit. In every case in which the 
computed^-static at the 5$ level of 
significance, Duncan's tests were conducted to determine which pairs of 
means were signifieantly different. \ 
The first m e a s u r e " a n a l y z e d " w a s a g a i n - c - o s t . It was expected 
thajt trre LCGR, LCLR, a n d LCN r u l e s w o u l d p r o d u € J e ^ t f ? e ~ " b e s F T r e ^ ^ 
respect to cost. F-statistics ranging from 26.2 to 272.8 were obtained. 
Additionally, every F-statistic exceeded the critical value and Duncan's 
tests confirmed the existence of a significant difference in average 
change-over cost between the,least cost rules - LCN, LCLR, and LCGR -
and the remaining rules which base job selection upon processing times. 
Furthermore, in 10 of 12 problem sets, either rthe-LtLR or LCGR "rule 
was significantly better than the remaining rules including LCN. Thus, 
it seems that there is evidence to support the claim that the LCLR and 
LCGR are the best rules for:minimizing cost while maintaining "balanced11 
schedules. •'•>.„ ' . > • • * f ' { ' < i V . . 
The same procedure was followed to determine if LCGR and LCLR 
were better than the other heuristic rules with respect to the quality 
of the balance which they produce. It is important to note that the 
balance limit, D, used to constrain the scheduling procedures was fixed 
at 10% for all of the problem sets. This means, then, that each meas­
ure reflects the performance of each of the scheduling rules in attempt­
ing to meet the imposed constraint. 
Several initial runs were executed using a range of values for 
the balance constraint, D. The results indicated that the given meas­
ures of performance were insensitive to variation of this parameter; 
therefore, a value of 10% was chosen as representation for the test 
problems considered. A graphical representation of total change-over 
cost for three heuristic rules applied to a sample problem with varying 
values of D is displayed in Figure 3. The remainder of the data is 
tabulated in fable-$ of Appendix A. 
The maximum dispersion of any assigned machine workload from the 
mean flow time (T*)!in any given problem ranged from 0% to 36% of T*. 
F-statistics were exceeded in 9 of the 12 problem sets for this measure. 
Only when the job set was 15 was a rule other than LCLR or LCGR deter­
mined to be significantly best. As job and machine sets increased in 
size LCLR and LCGR clearly dominated other rules in terms of minimizing 





























Balance Limit {% T*) ' 
Figure 3. Sensitivity of Average Total Change-over Cost 
for the.Parallel Processor Problem in which 
M=40, N =4 to Varying Values of D. 
Results concerning average dispersion are contained in Table 6, 
of Appendix A. In all but one case, the computed F-statistics exceeded 
the critical F-values. 
Duncan's tests again indicated that when job-lot sizes increase 
LCLR and LCGR obtain the best results in terms of minimizing average 
dispersion* Only when M= 15 did rules other than LCLR and LCGR obtain 
the least average dispersion about T*. In eight of the nine cases in 
which Duncan's Tests were performed the LCGR rule produced the least 
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average dispersion. 
Analysis of the data concerning the maximum extended limit 
measure resulted in conclusions similar to those., concerning previous 
measures. For1the,.smaller job lot size> M *=15^ the F-statistic did 
not exceed the critical value at the &% level of significance5 how­
ever, as the number of jobs increased the critical F-value was con­
sistently exceeded. In these cases Duncan's test concluded, in nearly 
every instance that the. LGGR rule produced the significantly best 
results. . 
FSajte&e. 4 summarizes these results by indicating which rule pro­
duced thei best average result for each measure and for each problem set. 
Furthermore it indicates in which problem sets the best rule was 
determined significant,, (by Duncan's Test). 
Table 4 . Indicators of Heuristic Procedures which Produced Best Average 
Results for the Given Measures of Performance 
M N 
H E U R I S T I C S C H E D U L I N G R U L E S 





• A * '"• 




D C * 
B,D 
>25 ' 
' 3 .... 
;4 '• 










A * , B * , C * , D * •" 
• B*,C*,D* 




• . 5 * 
• • A * 
A * , B * , C * , D * 
- B*,C*,D* 
A * , B * , C * , D * 
A - Total Change-over Cost 
B - Maximum Workload Deviation 
C - Average Workload Deviation 
D - Maximum Extended Limit 
(*) - Significantly best (as determined by Duncan's Test) 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
In the absence of an efficient optimal algorithm, certain 
heuristic procedures appear to provide satisfactory results for the 
problem of scheduling batch-type jobs with sequence-dependent change­
over costs on distinct parallel processors when the objective is to 
minimize total*change-over cost, and balance'wWkloads. Specifically, 
the LCGR rule, in addition to producing the best average total cost 
also produces the best workload balance based on the balance measures 
used. , 
A modified branch and'"bound algorithm provided limited uncon­
strained and constrained solutions with which to make comparisons and 
draw conclusions. The following conclusions are based upon these 
results. 
(1) The optimum balanced algorithm produces significantly 
1ower total cost solutions than any of the heuristic 
procedures examined; however, the LCGR rule produced 
better balanced solutions. 
(2) While the maximum regret (lst Pass) rule produced 
lower total cost solutions than the LCGR rule, the 
difference was not significant. Furthermore the bal­
ance obtained by the LCGR was again better than that 
of the lst Pass rule. 
(3) I n most cases the', balance c r i t e r i a r e q u i r e s t h e branch 
and bound a l g o r i t h m t o take the path o f an e x c l u s i v e 
- X* , node p r i o r t o reaching a complete s o l u t i o n . -This usu­
a l l y r e s u l t s i n an increased lower bound on the i n i t i a l 
complete s o l u t i o n and a s u b s t a n t i a l decrease i n the 
e f f i c i e n c y o f the a l g o r i t h m . 
(4) The l a r g e d i f f e r e n c e i n average t o t a l change-over cost 
between the unconstra ined opt ima l s o l u t i o n s and the 
balanced opt ima l s o l u t i o n s may be exaggerated by the 
a d d i t i o n a l change-over costs associated w i t h i n i t i a l 
and f i n a l s ta tes on each processor . T y p i c a l l y , the 
unconstra ined opt imal s o l u t i o n i n v o l v e d sequencing a l l 
M jobs on a s i n g l e processor , w h i l e the balanced opt imal 
s o l u t i o n r e q u i r e d a l l machines. I n t h i s case the t o t a l 
change-over cost f o r the balanced opt imal s o l u t i o n i s 
represented by the sum o f 2N - 2 change-over costs more 
than the M + 1 r e q u i r e d by the opt imal unconstra ined p r o b ­
lem. Because each change-over cost m a t r i x i s generated 
using u n i f o r m l y d i s t r i b u t e d random numbers, there i s no 
reason t o b e l i e v e t h a t any machine i s l e s s expensive t o 
opera te . Al though not s i g n i f i c a n t i n l a r g e problems the 
r e s u l t i n g d i f f e r e n c e s i n op t ima l costs i n d i c a t e t h a t the 
e f f e c t i s s i g n i f i c a n t i n small problems. 
Exerc is ing the h e u r i s t i c r u l e s on se lected l a r g e problems tended 
t o con f i rm the r e s u l t s obtained from the opt ima l problem s e t s . I n p a r ­
t i c u l a r , as the number o f jobs increases the LCGR r u l e C o n s i s t e n t l y 
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produces the least total change-over cost as well as the best balance. 
Recommendations 
As a result of the investigation presented in this thesis 
recommendations for further study can be made. > 
1.. Research aimed at development of a more efficient optimal 
algorithm for this workload^balancing problem is required? if problems 
of significant size are to be' analyzed. One approach would be to 
improve the i branch and bound algorithm of. -£M$> Jieaeafdhv/ This might 
be accomplished through use of a different bounding technique which 
would incorporate both balance and cost measures. 
2. Realistically, it seems unlikely that the requirement for 
workload balancing would exist in the absence of other job-related 
constraints such as pre-assigned due dates or machine limitations. 
For this reason, an analysis of multi-constrained parallel processor 
problems in which balance in one constraint is necessary. 
3. The only cost treated explicitly in this research is total 
change-over cost. The function of operations scheduling, however, is 
concerned with minimizing all the various costs associated with the 
manufacturing process. These costs are created by factors such as in-
process inventory, idle men and equipment, overtime, job-lateness, 
etc. Several of these factors are, in turn, directly related to and 
influenced by the scheduling procedure utilized. This research con­
firms the suspicion that imposing a balance restriction on the sche­
duling process results in an increase in total change-over cost} thus, 
if balance is to become an acceptable criteria, it will ultimately 
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have to be justified on the basis of other associated costs. This 
results in the need for analysis of the impact of workload balancing 
upon other functions of operations planning and control such as demand 
forecasting, inventory planning and control, and dispatching. The 
continuous and complex nature of the interaction between these func­
tions makes simulation a reasonable approach to such analysis. 
4. One of the limitations of the conclusions drawn from this 
research is due to the factor of problem size. For a more detailed 
analysis of the effect of this factor on workload balancing, in gen­
eral, larger problem sizes will have to be considered. 
5. Additional relevant balance measures could be developed. 
Some consideration should be given to weighted measures which reflect 
not only a degree of balance, but also, total change-over cost. In 
addition, if balancing, as defined in this research, is analyzed over 
a multi-period planning horizon, cumulative measures could be used. 
6. Because of the fact that none of the tested heuristic proce­
dures was observed to be superior in all cases, it is possible that a 
procedure representing a composite of the solution rules would produce 
better solutions. This could be accomplished by development of adaptiv 
decision rules that specify the conditions under which one selection 
rule should take precedence over another during the scheduling process. 
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APPENDIX A 
HEURISTIC SCHEDULING RESULTS FOR 
SELECTED LARGE PROBLEM ' : 
,J Sl'ZES- • 
Table 5. Sample' Means of Total Change-over Cost 
Results for Selected Large Problems 
- HEURISTIC SCHEDULING PROCEDURE 
LJN1 LJN 2 LJLC LCLR LCGR LCN 
3* 74.3.8 79.25 51.00 39.75 38.75 32.50 
15 4* 83.00 88.50 68.88 37.00 37.50 43.00 
5* 78.50 87.00 59.75 39.00 44.63 43.25 
3* 124#37 136.37 74.13 34.37 35.37 35.62 
25 4* 125.13 132.38 77.13 42.63 39.63 41.87 
5* 128.50 148.13 75.38 47.75 49.50 38.12 
3* 179.75 187.75 98.50 38.25 31.25 42.00 
35 4* 170.00 185.63 100.13 40.38 42.38 41.25 
5* 179.75 192.25 85.25 46.88 47.00 49.35 
3* 223.50 231.50 129.37 37.37 34.75 35.12 
45 4* 233.75 226.25 111.25 41.87 49.00 38.37 
5* 212.24 248.12 109.87 50.25 46.25 46.38 
Notei (*)" indicates critical F-value exceeded. 
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Table 6. Sample Means of Maximum Deviation Balance 
Measure for Selected.Large Problems 
HEURISTIC SCHEDULING PROCEDURE 
M N 
LJN1 LJN2 LJLC LCLR LCGR LCN 
3* .038: .033 .079 .090 .087 .085 
15 4 .103 .093 .112 .131 .113 .094 
5 .243 .172 .109 .171 .170 .189 
3 .110 .143' .111 .120 .060 .109 
25 4* .114 .157 .110 .096 .079 .115 
5* .122 .190 .108 .088 .108 .099 
3* .112 .132 .139 .149 .035 .098 
35 4* .171 .210 .195 .199 .066 .160 
5* .167 <V' •'•'?203 .187 .189 .078 .125 . 
3* \: .125' • .140 " •'"̂'.ilip? .1,57 • .022 .124 
45 4*' - .204 >24?; T .101 .218 v .' .045 .154 
5* .265 .271- .201 .239 .045 .165 
Note: (*) indicates: critical F^value• exceed ed'i* 
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Table |. Sample Means of Average Deviation Balance 
Measure for Selected Large Problems 
M N 
..  HEURISTIC RULES 
LJN1 
'F-..i! l! T: -
LJN 2 L.JLC "4*-LCLR - LCGR LCN 
3* .025 .050 .060 ••' .057 ' .057 
15 4 











3* .060 .085 .077 .081 .040 .075 
25 4* .063 .083 .063 .054 .041 .052 
5* .063 .087 .054 .048 .067 .052 
3* .077 .090 .060 .101 .023 .067 
35 4* .089 .097 .081 .105 .035 .086 
5* .072 .088 .075 .074 .035 .062 
3* .086 .095 .074 .107 .015 .085 
45 4* .104 .125 .061 .111 .025 .081 
5* .109 .112 .090 .099 .025 .073 
Note: (*) indicates critical F-value exceeded. 
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Tablevi. Sample Means of Extended-^Limit-Index Balance 
Measure for Selected Large Problems 
M N 
.HEURISTIC RULE .. 
LJN1 LJN2 LJLC LCLR LCGR LCN 
3 ,000 .000 .008 .017 .017 .013 
15 4 ,020 .007 .031 ,046 .029 .014 
5* .131 .081 .025 .083 .080 ,098 
3* .022 .031 .021 .047 .000 .025 
25 4 ,020 .062 .035 .023 .003 .020 
5* .034 .099 ,035 .012 .020 .025 
3* .013 .036 .011 .053 ,000 .020 
35 4* .075 .111 .056 .102 .000 .068 
5* .079 .115 .072 ,083 .000 .038 
3* .030 .043 .020 .060 ,000 ,030 
45 4* .111 .150 .029 .121 .000 .060 
' 5# ,169 .175 .106 .143 ,000 .072 
Note. (*) indicates critical F-yalue exceeded. 
Table 9. Average Total Change-over Costs for the Parallel 
Processor Problem in which M =40, N =4 and 
Variable D. 
HEURISTIC SCHEDULING PROCEDURES 
D • , — . ; — . -; ' — 
LJN1 LJN 2 LJLC LCLR LCGR LCN 
198.0 210.0 112.0 44.0 41.0 40.0 
6% 204.0 204.0 110.0 43.0 43.0 41.0-
m 204.0 201.0 107.0 40.0 43.0 42.0 
10% 203.0 \ 214.0 ": .102.0 • 40.0 43.0 41.0 
I2# 200.0 224.0 98.0 ^1.0 43.0 43.0 
14% 199.0 221.0 .'105.0 45.0 43.6 42.0 
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APPENDIX B 
RESULTS' FOR SELECTED PROBLEMS 
FOR WHICH OPTIMUM SOLUTIONS 
WERE FOUND 
Table IQ, Optimal, Maximum Regret and Heuristic Total Change-over Cost Results 
SCHEDULING PROCEDURES 
OPT(UNC) OPT .(G)' MAXIMUM 
REGRET LJN1 LJN2 LJLC LCLR LCGR LCN 
(lst Pass) 
10 12 19 36 56 40 16 22 J. 19 
3 8 11 43 54 62 30 22 22 
10 2 7 9 13 43 54 '41 18 17 29 
14 17 22 68 77 64 29̂  ' 31 f 30 
11 11 20 51 65 . 45 27 21 • 26 
Avg 10.0 11.4 17.0 48.2 61.2 50.4 ; 24: o , , 22.6 25.2 
10 12 27 50 91 55 31 22 17 
1 8 . 12 18 61 , 86 53 34 30 35 
! 12 2 6 9 19 60 70 50 33 30 . 45 
9 13 32 60 56 57 33 17 " 17 
9 11 19 77 62 , 48 38 20 30 , 
i Avg 8.4 11.4 23.0 61.6 73.0 52.6 33.8 • 23^te ;y 24.8 
13 13 14 42 49 •47 41 •42 • 35 
8 23 27 30 43 ' 34 30 • 3b 30 
6 3 10 22 27 27 41 41 27 ,-, 32 32 
15 17 18 24 36 25 24 : 21 . 24 
13 21 26 46 59 '39 27 27 32 
Avg 11.8 19.2 22.4 33.8 45.6 35.6 29.8 30.4 30.8 
<J» 
Table 11 . Opt imal , Maximum Regret , and H e u r i s t i c Maximum D e v i a t i o n Resu l ts 
SCHEDULING PROCEDURES 
M N 
OPT(UNC) OPT(C) 1st PASS LJN1 LJN 2 LCLR LCGR LJLC LCN 
.412 .058 .044 .132 .147 .000 .015 .088 .015 
. 355 .118 .118 .145 .145 .132 .013 .07.9 .013 
.217 .043 . .000 .029 .145: .058 .029 .043 .043 
.239 .119 .045 .149 .149 .090 .015 .119 .045 
.405 .000 .054 .1,35 .135 .027 .081 .027 .027 
.326 .068 .052 .118 .144 .061 .031 .071 .028 
.179 .119 . 131 .131 .131 .083 .095 .024 
1.000 .062 .136 .136 .148 . 123 .025 .062 .148 
.309 .107 .143 .131 .143 .048 .036 .060 .119 
1.000 .138 .064 .100 .112 .150 .050 .063 . 137 
1.000 .060 . 151 .145 .145 .145 .0.60 .096 .004 
.698 .097 .125 .129 .136 .110 .053 .078 .091 
.096 .096 .096 .161 .161 .129 .161 .097 .097 
.960 .080 .040 .160 .160 .160 . .160 .120 .160 
2.000 .115 .115 .154 .154 .154 .115 .115 .115 
.692 .154 .115 .154 .154 ; .154 .115 .115 .115 
2.000 ; .125 .094 .094 .125 .094 .063 .125 .031 
1.150 .114 .092 .145 .151 .138 .123 .114 .103 






T a b l i 12.) Gptimurh, Maximum Regret , and H e u r i s t i c Average D e v i a t i o n Resul ts 
SCHEDULING PROCEDURE 
M 
OPT(UNC) OPT(C) 1st PASS LJN1 LJN 2 LCLR LCGR LJLC LCN 
.412 .058 .044 .132 .147 .000 .015 .088 .015 
.355 .118 .118 .145 . 145 .132 .013 .079 .013 
. 217 .043 .000 .029 .145 .058 .029 .043 .043, 
. 239 .119 .045 .149 .149 .090 .015 .119 .037 
.405 .000 .054 .135 .135 .027 .081 .027 .027 
.326 .068 ' .052 " .118 .144 .061 .031 .071 .027 
.17.4 .086 .125 .125 .137 .077 .089 .101 .018 
.500 .062 .136 .130 .142 .117 •' .019 .056 .148 
.309 .083 .143 .131 .143 .048 .036 .060 .119 
.500 . 125 .057 .094 .106 .144 .044 .056 .131 
.500 .037 .147 .139 .139 .139 .054 .090 .018 
.397 .079 .122 .124 .133 .105 .048 .073 .087 
.054, .054 .054 .118 .118 .075 .118 .054 .075 
.500 .053 .040 .107 .107 .107 .107 .080 .107 
.666 .064 . .064 .115 .115 .115 .064 .064 .064 
.449 .115 .103 .11,5 .115 .115 .090 .090 .090 
.666 .083 .063 .063 .083 .063 .042 .083 .021 





FORTRAN V CODE FOR UNCONSTRAINED OPTIMAL, BALANCED 
OPTIMAL, AND MAXIMUM REGRET SCHEDULING 
INTEGER CC0ST,FIiraC,GDn^N,THETA,CH0LD,FLA.G1 ,FLAG2 
COMMON IRKED, ISEED, ICAP, JCA?, S ID 
RKAD(5.99)M,N,inJRIKE,Jrnr?ETLOOK, IOPT.IDUE.IBAL 











ITER-1 . , _ 
. KIP-1 ' •? -'• it •' «?.;" j '* 




CALL REDUCE (CEOLD,CDIMEN, N, CDIMEN, CDIMEN, KREDCD, ISTJM) 
LB0UND(NH0DE)-ISUM 
NNODE-NNODE+1 
LB0TJND(NN0DE)-ISUM ' , 
301 CALL ALTER ( LOOK, NFLAG ,'NODE ,NNODE,KREDCD ,M, N,CHOLD, FINDC, THETA , 
XMROW.MCOL.ICOtJNT) 




DO 501 I=1,CDiXEN ' A \ ir 
DO 501 J=1,CDIK2N ---i. ' ••••\ • •'' 
NODE(l,J,NI^EXT)-iroDE(l,J,NNODE) 
501 CONTINUE . % ' T 




IF(LIGHT.EQ.T) GO TO 599 
GO TO 600 
599 DO 634 1=1 ,KIP 
IF(I.LE.NNODE-2) GO TO 634 






DO 625 J-1.N 
NAP-M+1 





IF(LSTASN.NE.l) GO TO 600 











602 DO 620 J5=1,N 
DO 610 15=1,KIP 
.IF(MCJ{ECK(I'5,3).'?E.J5) GO TO 610 
K-KCKECK(I5,1) 
L-KCHECK(I5,2) 




604 IF(MP(J5,L).NE.O) GO TO 6.10 
OTOTCJSy-NTOTCJSJ+IECL) 
IP(l5.EQ.KIP)FLAG2|l 
KP(J5,L)-1 •• : % 
610 CONTINUE ' 
IF(NT0T(J5).GT.JCAP) go to 640 




IF(lPAIRS.EQ.ICOUNT) GO TO 680 
GO TO 801 I 












CO TO 1305 
680 LSTASIM 
DO 684 J=4,JEND 
JJ-J-3 
do 683 1=1,ipairs 
if(kcheck(i,j).eq.o) go to 683 
nip( jj ) A nip( jj ) +mcheck (i, j ) 
683 continue 
684 continue 
DO 685 1-1,M 
if(nip(i).eq.o) GO to 690 
685 CONTINUE 
GO TO 801 
690 LEFT"I 
RIP(l)-3 
DO 695 1-1,M 
IF(NIP(I).EQ.3) GO TO 695 
IBEGIN-I+3 
GO TO 700 
695 continue 
700 po 705 j=1,ipairs 
if(mcheck(j,ibegin).eq.o) go TO 705 
if(kcheck(j,ibegin).eq.i) go to 710 
kach=mckeck(j,3) 








715 DO 720 i-1,N 
IF(NTOT(l).LT.ICAP) GO TO 728 
720 CONTINUE 
GO TO 801 
728 HNODE-NNODE+1 
GO TO 1305 
801 CALL UPDATl(KPRSSR,CDE'E?r,MROV,KCOL,N,CnOLD) 
. . NNODFMINODS+I . 
NODS (KROW ,KCOL, NNODE) -1OO+FITDC (MROW., KCCL) 
CALL UPDAT2(KPRSSR,CDD-EN.KROW,KCOL,M,N, CHOLD,NFLAG,ICOUNT, 
X NODE, NT .TIDE) . -
905 IF(IPAIRS-IC0ITHT)1005,'1005,907 
907 CALL UPDATrC (K?R IKE, Fl .'.DC, KROV, KCOL, CHOLD .CDIMEK.M, N, 
X KPRSFR, KREDCD, NFLAG, TiODE, , ICCUTJ?, XHO.LD ) 
CALL RI3)UCE(CH0LD,CDI^W,N,CDmEW,CDJ^,KKa)C.3)., ISTJM) 
IPASS-0 
DO 1019 1-1.CDIMEN 
DO 1019 J-1 .CDLMEN. , 
IF(IABS(KREDCD(IiJJ J.EQi 999) GO TO 1019 
LROW-I 
LCOL-J • 
IF(lPASS.GT.O) GO TO 1016 
ISAVE-KREDCD(LRW, LCOL) 
KR£DCD(LR0W,LC0L)«999 
DO 1011 K=1.CDIMSN 








DO 1015 liiW? ISTART, CDIKEN 
DO 1015 JIND=»1 ,CDIMEN 
IF(lABS(kREDCD(lIin),Jira))).EQ.999) GO TO 1015 
INUM=INUM+1 
1015 CONTINUE 
IF(INUM.GT.O) GO TO 1016 
KREDCD(KROW,LCOL)»LSAVE 
IPASS-IPASS+1 
GO TO 1019 
1016 N0DE(lS0W,LC0L,Nl)0DE)-100+FINDC(LR0WTLC0L) 
KADD-HADD+1 
DO 1017 J1-1.CDIMEN 
KREDCD(LR0W,J1)-999 
1017 CONTINUE 





IF(NADD.EQ.2) GO TO 1059 
1021 LB0UND(NN0DE)-999 








DO 1089 I-IBEGIN,LEND 
IJOB-I 
IPRSSR-IJOB-M 
JTOT (IPRSSR) - JTOT.( IPRSSR)+IP( IJOB) 
WRITE(6,1080)IPRSSR,IJOB 
1080 FORMAT(1 HO,15X,'SCHEDULE',13,3X,'-•,14) 
1085 DO 1086 J-1.CDIMEN 








IF(JJCB.EQ.JFINAL) GO TO 1088 
IJOB-JJOB 
GO TO 1085 
.1088 VRITE(6,1199)JTOT(TPRSSR) -., vW,*' 
1199 FORMAT(35X, 'PROCESSING TIKE -,,-I4) 
• JT0T(IFRSSR)»0 
1089 CONTINUE 
V/RIT n (6,118 9) L?0?A L " 
1189 FORMAT(1 HO, 13X\ .>TQTAL'̂ SOST̂ ,4X, ,I4l) 
IF(LBOU,M)(ifl.'CDE),,.5T.LCOST} GO TO 1JC5 
LCOST-LBOUND(;."NODE) . 
VRI7E(6,119.T)IC0ST ' 
1191 F0RMAT(1H0.1;3X, •LCOST*-,9X, ' - M 4 ) 
DO 1205 1-1,CDIMEN R 
DO 1205 J-1,CDIMEN 
NODE(l,J,l)-NODE(l,J,NNODE) 




DO 1307 K-1.NINDEX 
J-NNODE-K 
IF(LBOUND(J).GE.LCOST) GOTO 1307 




1491 FORMAT(14X,1CURRENT SOLUTION IS 0PTIMA1 ,) 
GO TO 9999 
1505 ISIART-NEXT+1 
DO 1507 1=ISTART,NNODB 
LBOUND(l)-0 
1507 CONTINUE 
DO 1509 K-ISTART.NNODE 
DO 1509 1-1,CDIMEN 





. INDEX-N-1 ' 
DO 1515 1-1,CDIMEN 
DO 1515 J-1,CDIMEN 
KREDCDtl.jJ-CCOSTtl.J.l) 
FINDC(l,j)-1 
DO 1515 K-1,INDEX 
NEXT=K+1 




DO 1519 K-1,N 
DO 1519 1=1,CDIMEN 




. DO 1521 1-1,CDIMEN =; ,?;*-. -
• DO 1521 J-1 ,CD3M£N/ " » „ V \ : • • • -I 
IF(N0DE(l,J,ih.HDE).EQ.O) GO TO 1521 
IF(NODE(I,J,NNODE).GT.O) NODE(I,J,NNODE)-0 
LO0P=L00P+1 
1521 CONTINUE ,r- ' y ' . . * • l& 
CALL REDUCE (CHOLD.',CDIMEN, N,CDIMEN,CDIMEN,KREDCD, ISUM) 
ICOUNT-0 ;R:; 
DO 1559 L-I'VLOOP ... . 
CALL ALTER ('LOOP J NFLAGR̂  NODE, NN0DE, KREDCD ,M, N, CHOLD, FIN 
XMRW.MCOL.ICOUOT)"'" ' ; 
1527 IF(NODE(MROV/,MCOL,NNODE)JI529,1555,1555 
1529 KPRSSR=FINDC(KROWjMCeLj) ">. 
.GHOLD(MROW,KCOL,KERSSR)—999 
KREDCD(>Kcny;,MC0L)=-999'- ' 
DO 1539 K-1.,N 
. IF(IABS(KREDCD(MROW,MCOL)) .LE.LABS(CHOLD(MROW,KCOL,Z) 








. CALL UPDAT1 (K??.SSR,CDIKErJ,KRbW,KCOL',.N,CHOLI>) , 
. CALL UFDAT2(KFRS3R.CDIKEN,KnOV,KCOL»M,N,CHCIiS,'BFLAG, 
XICOUNT,NODE,m;0DE) 
CALL UPDATK(NPR^IME,FISDC,MROTF,MCOL,CHOLD,CDIMEN,M,N, 
XKPRSrn, KREDCD, KFLAG, NODE, NNO CE; ICOUWT, KHOLD) 




GO TO 301 
9999 STOP . 
END V 
SUBROUTINE LOAD(NTyPE,M,N,CCOST,KCOST,FINDC,IP,CHOLD) ,. 
INTEGER CfimEN,CC0ST,KCOST,FINDC,CHblJ),AVGCAP 1 
COMMON IREED,ISEED,ICAP,JCAP,SID 




56 F0RMAT( ) 









89 F0RMAT(//5X,3HM = ,T3) 
r- , VRITE(6,31)N . ••:<„..•} -i * . <•* ., " ' • ' 
•31 FORMAT05X,3HN =,13)'̂  ^ - ̂  >F • & '; 
WRITE(6,32)ISEED 
32 FORMAT(5X.7HSEED - ,16) 
•WRITE(6,33)SID • '-'/,• 
33 F0RMAT(5X,21B̂ L6VABLB DEVIATION = ,F4.2) . ' ' 
35 VRITE(6,34) ^ : ^ 
34 FORMAT(/25X,IIB:«* CCOST *-*) 
DO 50 K=1,N :V ; • . • . 
VRITE(6,45)K 1 1 ,. -• 
45 F0mT(//lX,CHMACHINE^^i2//)?! , 
GO TO 50 
* -., DO 40 1=1,CDIMEN 
; VRITE(6,39)(CC0ST(I,J,K),J=1,CDIMEN) V - v 
39 FORMAT(5X,25I4.) .' ' "I •-
40 CONTINUE * j' 
50 "CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,49) , 
49 FORMAT(//iX,l'6HPR0CESSING TIMES) 
WRITE(6,41)(iP(l),i-1,CDIMEN) 
• 41 FORMAT(//2X,20I3) 
WRITE,(6,4 3 ) ICAP, AVGCAP, JCAP 
43 FORMAT(/6X,'LOWER LIMIT -',13,2X,'AVERAGE CAPACITY -',13, 
X2X,'UPPER LIMIT »',I3) 
DO 70 1=1,CDIMEN 
, DO 70 J=l,CDIMEN 
KCOST(l,j)=CCOST(l,J,l) 
FINDC(I,JJ=1 






DO 80 K=1,N 
DO 80 I=1,CDIKEN 





SUBROUTINE REDUCE(CHOLD,CDIMEN,N,IROWS, ICOLS ,RMATKX,TSUM) 
INTEGER RMATRX, CHOLD", CDIMEN 
DIMENSION HMATRX(25,25)CHOLD(25,25.5) 
ISUM-O 
DO 50 1=1,IROWS 
KIN-999 . .. ' 
DO 29 J»l,iC0LS 
IF(lABS!-KMATPX(l,j))-mN) 21,29,29 
21 •MIN=RMATRX(i,j) - y 29 CONTINUE 
IF(I1IN,EQ.0.6R.KIN0EQ..999) GO TO 50 
ZSUM-ISUM+MIN 
DC 31 L-l.N 
65 
DO 31 K-l,ICOLS 
if(iabs (chold(I,K,L))3999 j 30•31»31 
30 CHOLD(l,K,L)=CHOIJ)(l tk^L)#iN 
CHOLD(I,K,L)=MAXO(0,CHOLD(I,K,L)) 
31 CONTINUE 
DO 49 K-l,ICOLS ' ^ . V :[ , 
IF(iaes(rxatrx(i,k))-999)37,49.49 . : > 1 \ * -: .:. 
37 BMATRX (I i K)'-EMATRX (I, K ) -KIN 
49 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE 
DO 80 J-l,ICOLS ": ••. 
MHJ=999 "i ': 
DO 59 1-1,IROWS 
IP(lABS(RmTRX(l,j))-KIN) : 51,59,59 
51 MIN=»RKATRX(I,J) . . | , ' \ . . 
59 CONTINUE , " '/ • % 
IF(MHT.EQ.O.OR.MIN.EQ;S99) GO TO 80 
• ISUM-ISUM+MIN ^ w. 
DO 61 L-l.N 
DO 61 :K=1, IROWS*, >- .// ,r * 'J 
;'IP(lABS(CHOIJ)0k-jJ,L),)j|99^)6O,6l^6l. >'<•. 7, V 
60 cboldCk.J.l)-^!^^,^,^)-^^^ - £ 
chold(k,J,l)-max0(0,chold(K,J,l)) 
61 continue *• . & . ^ 















THETA—1 . . . 
MROW-0 ' -
MCOL-0 
DO 89 1=1,CDIMEN 
DO 89 j=l,CDIMEN 
IF(KREDCD(I,J),NE.0) GO TO 89 
KREDCD(I,J)=999 
HINROW-999 
DO 19 L=l,CDIMEN 




















' if(9q9-'e?:t) 61,61,69 
61 THETA2-999 
CO TO 79 




IF(lT3r.T.LT.THETA) CO TO £9 
199 theta-itest 
mrov-i 




SUBROUTINE TD?DAT1 (H^SR,'CI>3MEK,MROW.MCOL.N,CHOLD)- •. , 





7 DO 19 K-1.KSTOP 









23 DO 39 K-KSTART,N 











XICOUBT, NODE, HNODE) 






DO 3 1-1,CDIMEN 
DO 3 J-1,CDIMEN 
IP- NODE (I, J, MODE) -1 OO 





DO 6 KMARK-1 ,MARK 
IF(NPATH.EQ.O) GO TO 6 
JJOB-0 
DO 4 J-1,CDIMEN 
IF(NODE(UOB,J,NNODE).LE.O) GO TO 4 
JJOB-J 
4 CONTINUE 
IF(JJOB.EQ.O) GO TO 5 
IJ0B-JJ03 
GO TO 6 
5 NPATH-0 
6 CONTINUE 














.. ; KS.TC?-klNTIi7.i. •-. •„ • • r^s 
% •f6.TART4KINt-L+1. » 9 ' <'<J-\ ! ^ j: :J 
I6T0P-M+J?'r.' - • 
IF(MSTGP"MSTART)63... 59,-59 
59 D O 61 I - K S T A R T . M S T O P 
C B O I J)(l , K ? . C V , K P R S S R)«999 
61 C O N T I N U E 
63 I P ( N S T O P - ! ^ S T A R T ) 6 9 , 6 5 , 6 5 
65 D O 6? I - N S T A R T . N S T O P 
C H O L D(l,MROV , K P R S S R)-999 
67 C O N T I N U E 
69 C H O L D f K I N T L , K F I N A L , K P R S S R ) - 9 9 9 
C H O L D ( M C O L , K R O V , K P R S S R )=999" 
7 0 IF(NFLAG.LT.NLEVEL) G O T O 7 8 
D O 73 J - 1 , C D I M E N ' . , • 
I F ( C H O L D ( M R O W T J , K P R S S R ) . N E . 9 9 9 ) G O T O 73 
C H O L D ( K C O L , J , K P R S S R)-999 
73 C O N T I N U E 
D O 7 7 1 - 1 , C D I M E N 
I P ( C H O L D ( I , M C O L , K P R S S R ) . N E . 9 9 9 ) G O T O 77 
C H 0 L D ( l , M R 0 W , K P R S S R ) - 9 9 9 
7 7 C O N T I N U E 
7 8 D O 79 J - 1 , C D I M E N 
( E O I J ) ( M R C W , J , K P R S S R ) - 9 9 9 
79 C O N T I N U E 
D O 81 1 - 1 , C D I M E N 
C H O L D ( I , M C O L , K P R S S R)-999 
81 C O N T I N U E — 
G O T O 99 
8 9 D O 91 1 = 1 . C D I M E N 
D O 91 J-1,CDIMEN 
CHOLD(I,J,KFRSSR)=999 
91 C O N T I N U E 
99 R E T U R N 
E N D 
S U B R O U T I N E U P M T K ( N P R I M E , F I i n X : , l ' I R O W , M C O L , C H O L D , C D I M E N , M , 
X K P R S S R , KREDCD , N F L A G , NODE, NNODE , I C O U N T , K H O L D ) 
I N T E G E R C H O L D , C D I M E N , F I N D C 
D I M E N S I O N CnOLD(25,25,5),FINDC(25,25 ) ,KREDCD(25,25), 
X N O D E ( 2 5 , 2 5 , 5 0 ) , K H O L D ( 2 5 , 2 5 ) 
K I N T L - M + K P R S S R 
K P I M L - M + N + K P R S S R 
N L E Y E L - N - 1 
D O 2 1 = 1 . C D I M E N . 
D O 2 J - 1 . C D I M E N 
I F ( N O D E ( l , J , N N O D E ) . L E . O ) G O T O 2 
K = N O D E ( I , J , N N O D E ) - 1 O O 
• I F ( K . E Q . K P R S S R ) G O T O 2 
D O 1 LIND=1 ,N 
C H O L D ( J , M R O W , L I M D ) - 9 9 9 
1 C O N T I N U E 
K R E D C D ( J ,M?.0W)-999 
F I N D C(j , M R 0 W)=999 
2 C O N T I N U E 
M A R K - 0 
D O 3 1 - 1 ,C D I M E N 
D O 3 J - 1 , C D I M E N 
I P = N O D E ( I , J , N N O D E ) - 1O O 
; I F ( I P . N E . K P R S S R ) G O T O 3 1 v 
M A R K - M A R K + 1 
3 C O N T I N U E 
I J O B-KlNTL 
N P A T H - 1 
D O 6 K K A R X - 1 . M A R K > . 
I F ( N P A T H . E Q . O ) G O T O 6 
J J O B = 0 
D O A J - 1 ,CDIMEN 
I F ( N O D E ( I J O B , J , N N O D E ) . L E . 0 ) G O T O . 4 
J J O B - J 
4 C O N T I N U E , 
I F ( J J O B . E Q . O ) G O T O 5 '' 
U O B - J J O B • . .-
G O T O 6 "fr -. 7 
5 N?ATH«0 • & - - ' • h 
6 C O N T I N U E ' 1 - 7 ' 
IF(NPATH.EQ.1.A'ND.JJOB.EQ.KFI!kAL) G O TO 79 
D O 1 0 1-1 , C D I M E N ; . . . jK 
D O 1 0 J - 1 , C D I M E N 
K H O L D ( T , J ) - N O D E ( I , J , N I T O D E ) 
10 C O N T I N U E 
ICHAIN-KINTL 
DO 15 ILOOP-1,M 
JJOB-0 ' 
DO 12 J-1.CDIMEN 
I F ( K K O L D ( I C H A I N , J ) . L E . O ) GO TO 12 
K -KHOLD(ICHAIN,J)-100 




IF ( J J O B . E Q . O ) GO T O 21 
I C H A I W J O B 
15 CONTINUE 
21 JCEAIN-KFINAL 
DO 25 JLOOP-1,M 
IJOB-0 
DO 23 1-1.CDIMEN 
I F ( K H O I I D ( I ,JCHAIN).LEiO) GO TO 23 
K-KHOLD(I,JCHAIN)-1OO 
I F ( K . N E . K F R S S R ) GO T O 23 
IJOB-I 
KSOLD(l,JCHAIN)-0 
23 CONTINUE . 




DO 33 IIHD-1.CDIMEN 
DO 33 JIND-1.CDIMEN 
IFfKCHECK.GT^O) GO TO 35 
IF(KHOLD(lIND,JIRD).LE.O) GO TO 33 
E - K H O L D ( I I N D , J I N D ) - 1 0 0 
IF(K.NE.KPRSSR) GO TO 33 
KCHECK-1 
33 CONTINUE 
I F ( K C E E C Z . F ^ . O ; A I O ) . N F L A G . L T . N L E V E L ) GO TO 8 
35 .KiUEDCD(lCHAIN,JCHAIN)-999 ' • • 
• CHOII)llCMIN,JCHAIN ,KPRSSR)=999 ' 
FINDC(ICHAIN.JCHAlN)-999 








DO 29 J-1 ,CDIMENiaffiDCD(MCbL,j)-CEOLD(MCOL,J,KPRSSR) 
FTKDC (MCOL, J)-KPRSSR 
29 CONTINUE 
DO 31 1-1 .CDIMEN 
KREDCD(l,I-IROV)=CHOLD(l,MROV,KPRSSR) 
FINDC ( I , N R C W ) -KPRSSR 
31 CONTINUE 
JSTART-M+N+1 " 
JSTOP-KFINAL-1 ; ' 
LSTART-KFINAL+1 
LST0P-M+2 '*N 
I F ( J S T 0 P - J S T A R T ) 4 3 . 3 9 , 3 9 




43 I F ( L S T O P - L S T A R T ) 4 9 , 4 5 . 4 5 





M S T O P - K I N T L - 1 
NSTART-KINTL+1 
• NSTOP*K*N 
I F ( M S T . Q P - M S T A R T ) 6 3 ,59,59 
59 D O 61 I - M S T A R T , M S T O P 
KREDCD(l . ,MR 'OWJ-999 
F I N D C (:l,MROW)-999 
61 continue 
63 ip(nstop-nstart)69,65,65 
65 DO 67 I-?rST/LRT*NSTQP 




GO TO 199 








DO 91 1-1, CDIMEN 
•j- DO 91 J-1,CDIMEN ) j4. 'J 
V IP(FIiaC(l,j).>S.EPRSSR) GO TO 91 
KREDCD(l,J)-999 
DO 89 K-1.N 
IF(IABS(CH0LD(I,J.Z))-KREDCD(l,j))81,81, 
81 KREDCD(l,J)=CHOLD(l,J,K) 
FTNDC(l,j)=K «' ' 
89 CONTINUE 
91 CONTINUE v- "" 
NFLA.G-NFLAG+1 . - 1 
IF(NFLAG.LT.HLEYEL) GO TO 199 
DO 97 K-1.N 
LROV-M+K 
. LCOL-M+N+K 






139 DO 135 1-1,CDIMEN 
DO 135 J-1 .CDIMEN 
KHOLD(I,J)-0 
135 CONTINUE 




do 141 1-1,cdimen 
* do 141 j-1,cdimen 
ip(iaps(kredcd(i,j)).eq.999) go to 141 
if(kleft.gt.o) go to .141 
KLEFT=FI!mc(l,j) 
141 CONTINUE 
DO 149 I-1.CDIMSN 
DO 149 J-1 .CDIMEN 
IP(liODS(l,J,^.-CDS).L3.0) GO TO 149 
K-N0DE(l,J,N>roi:z)-10O 
IF(K.!S.KLEFT) GO TO 149 
KH0LD(I,J)=999 
do 143 j1-1,cdimen 
, if(khold(i,ji).:s.999) go to 143 
KH0LD(J,J1)=999 
143 continue 
do 147 11-1,cdimen 




DO 159 1-1,CDIMEN 
DO 159 J-1.CDIMEN 





199 IF(NFRIME.EQ,0) GO TO 299 
NMAC'H-0 . 
DO 207 K-1,N 
KMACH-6 
DO 203 >1,CDIMEN 
DO 203 J-1.CDIMEN 
LCOLV-M+N+1 
IP(l.GT.M.AND.J.GTiLCOLV) GO TO 203 
IF(N0DE(I,J,NN0DE)-100:NE.K) GO TO 203 





IF(NMACH,LT.NPRIME) GO TO 299 
DO 269 K-1.N f* 
KMACH-0 > > ••' >' 
DO 217 1-1,CDIMEN 
DO 217 J-1.CDIMEN 
LCOLV-M+N+1 : 
IF(I.GT.M.AND.J.GT.LCOLV) GO TO 217 
IF(NODE(l,J,NNODE)-lbo.HE.K) GO TO 217 
IF(KMACH.GT.O) GO TO 217 
. KMACH-1 
217 CONTINUE 
IF(KMACH.GT.O) GO TO 269 
NFLAG-NFLAG+1 
DO 219 1-1,CDIMEN 






IF(FINDC(l,J).NE.K) GO TO 219 
'KREDCD(I,J)-999 
DO 215 K1-1.N 





IF(NFLAG.LT.NLEVEL) GO TO 269 
. DO 235 1=1,CDIMEN 
DO 235 J-1,CDIMEN 
KH0LD(I,J)=0 
235 CONTINUE 




DO 241 1-1.CDIMEN 
DO 241 J-1.CDIMEN 
IF(KREDCD(I,J).EQ.999) GO TO 241 
IF(KLEFT.GT.O) GO TO 241 
KLEFT-FINDC(I,J) 
241 CONTINUE 
• DO 249 1-1.CDIMEN 
DO 249 J-1.CDIMEN 
IF(NODE(I,J,NNODEV.LE.O) GO TO 249 
K1-NODE(I,J,NNODE)-100 
IF(K1.NE.KLEFT) GO TO 249 
KHOLD(l,j)-999 
DO 243 J1-1.CDIMEN 
IF(KH0LD(I,J1).NE.999) GO TO 243 
KH0LD(J,J1)=999 
243 CONTINUE 
DO 247 11-1.CDIMEN 
IF(KH0LD(l1,J).NE.999) GO TO 247 
KH0LD(I1,l)-999 
247 CONTINUE ' > 
249 CONTINUE 
DO 259 1-1.CDIMEN 
DO 259 J-1.CDIMEN 








• A P P E N D I X D 
F O R T R A N V C O D E F O R H E U R I S T I C S C H E D U I L i R G 
D I M E N S I O N CCOGT(bl^66»5FE>P;(50)1V I P < > , L C O b H 5 0 > .NCOST(5.50>» 
. H b T A R f C5) t V.'ORK C S)F<YI:WORK »GO(*>'*))» TOTAL (5)'»NlP( b"> »LI'GHT (5) »•'• 
2ju[j<5»bPJ ' i JOoTO<;j) FLJ0N(5»5F) »KSTAPT(«i) »LZ'(5) . j O B T O T t b ) # ,, ^ 
3j*0RK(5) . IOT(5) rLbTDUyi^) .VRVĈ ST (50) »/»COST(.b»50) »FlKSTJb') V' . 
'•COST< 50 t^) » AVC05T ih'i4&V%J:&i-SW\'B AL 1< *) .AVdAL2 ( b) ̂ Vl3AL3lb)YSUM'<5L 
A,'.. .-•Ev.UIVALC'ICt (JOnTOtVWOR^ ) • il JO:*TO» IWOPK) 
COMMON AVC C AP»IN»"rt A f E* *EuP'» tiU'^PER, MT'^T > I MP ».-N»JC A*F»MOST 
COMMON R M MAT(50,b»4) »BALnCE<.5) ' 
COMMON ISCE-0»STP(^,A.»5,) *• .. ^ :.-V "'"•'$* 
IIVTE^EH WORKtFLAGpiOtX07<At'.ASSH,COST»rDIMtNrBALNGt 
INTEGER C C O S T . P. S»U P E . Sw I r V A V GC A P, T 0 T, R C 0 b T. A C OST.FIRST»AVCOST 
R«-AD.f5r 10)M»N» ISELO, I RUN'S »S I'D 
10 FORMAT ( ) % -
SN=N • ' ' " 
N0 B 5 = I R U M b * 5 
. IIJ=N-L 
IM=M-1 




RtiAD«5r 10) « ( (CCOST( I» J»K)»J=1»CDIMEN) , I = 1,CDIMEN) » 
R c A 0 ( 5 r l O ) tP<I) ,I = 1»M) 




25 C O U T T N U E 
ITER=999 
DO 3? 1=1rM 
IF< ir»< I)-ITER>31.32»32 
31 M1N= T 
H E R = I P < T ) , ' . 
32 CONTTNUE 
L 1 T T L E = I p ( M I N ) 
A V G C V P = M T G T / N 
IUPP^R=STu*AVGCAP 
LLOWTRR=I'IPPER 
ICAP=AVGC,»P-ILOWER . . . . . . -
JCAP=AVGCHP+IUPPER 
IF(M.GT.*>0) GO TO <|7 
DO 50 K=lRN 
WRITF(b»'^'4) 
3«» F O R M A T C / ? b X » l l H * * CCOST **) 
WftIT r(6rU5)K 
«T5 F 0 R M A T ( / / 1 X » 8 H M A C H I N E »T2//> 
Du 40 I=!,COIMEN 
WiUTP|o» Vi) (CCOSTl I.J.K)»w»=l»CD IMEN > 




».9 FORMAT (/'1X,»16HPR0CESSI>"<5 TIMES) 
WR ITN(fa R H i) (P(I) Fi = l»CDTMcM> 
Hi FORMAT</A*Xi20I3l 
WRlTE(ORTI) TCAP, Av/GCAPr JCAP 
Hi FORMAT </1*>6HlCAP = » I 3 » ? X » 1 8 H A V E R A G E C A P A C I T Y = . I 3 r 2 X » 6 H J C A P =»13i 
NUMt1 RP = l 
GO TO 
25 0 DO 270 1=1.V 
It JtI)=iJl nli) 




2 7 0 CUNTTNUE 
DO Z-'S 1=1 .M 
L I G H T I I)=0 
ToT(I)=0 




F i R S T j I ) = 0 
2 75 CONTTNJC 
Do 280 I=i.N 
Do 2 70 J = l . H 
L J O B ( I » J ) = 0 
A C O S T l i».))=0 
JOLHT,J)=i 
KM S N « I » J > = 0 
2 7 8 CONTINUE 
2 8 0 CuuTTriUE 
IKN'lMuEP.LO.7) GO TO 999 
IF (!J|IMiEr>.LO.&) GO TO 1?0U 
IMN'iMaE^.LQ.Si GO TO 9n<j 
IF (N1 'MtJF'r>.t'.Q.4) GO TO boo 
IF«N'lMiE R.t:Q.3) GO TO 600 
IK (N'IMdEP.LQ.2) GO TO 4U0 
MK A T P = 0 
MCNT-0 
DO 4*5 1 = 1 »N 
JU=M+I 
DO tlO K=l»M 
NCOST ( i , K) =CCO'ST (UN t K» I) 
A C O S T < I » K ) = N C O S T ( I » K ) 
4 1 0 CO|«TTNUE 
«*15 DO 4?0 J=l»IM 
IKlNCOSTl I ,J).GT.NCOSTtT>U+l) ) GO TO 420 
ioup=mco<;t( i»j) 
NCOST (I, J)=MCOS'T( i, J+l) 
N C O S T ( I » J + 1 ) = I D U P 
4 2 0 COIJTTMUE 
KS>TAPT< I)=NCOST( I,M) 
DO 4 "SO J=1»M 
I K ( K 5 T A R T C I ) . N E . A C 0 S T ( I , J ) ) GO TO 430 
IFtGOj J) .cG. 1) GO TO 425 





GO TO 435 
4 2 5 NCOST.( I>'«)=999 
ACOST{ I tJ)=999 
GO TO 415 
4 3 0 CONTINUE 
4 3 5 C O N T I N U E 
IT=1 
LLF"T=M-N 
GO TO 445 




4 4 5 H = IT+l 
4 4 7 lKjN"M:3E r>.E<3.2) GO TO 4P0 
DO 450 I=1,N 
I J 0 3 T 0 ( I ) = J O B T O T ( I ) 
4 5 0 CONTINUE 
IF( IT.tO. 1 ) GO TO 480 
DO 4^0 I-1»IN 
IF(IJ0riT'MI).LE.lJO9T0 ( T + l)) GO TO 460 
UuUJ-IJO^lOC I) 
loOHTOJ I) = K'OBTO( 1 + 1) 
' IwiOH T0( I + 1)=MDUD 
4 6 0 CONTINUE 
IL>UIJ=IJO-> I0(N) 
4 7 0 475 J-1fM . 
IF ( nU.J.'IL. JOBTOTC J) ) GO 10 475 
• GO T? 4 m ' :' 'v ,; 
4 7 5 COrjTTNjn j .. '• 
4 3 0 DO 4^0 I-lrTM 
IHI I nfI).Lfc. IP(I + i)J GO TO 4"0 
iLUT-Ir'(T) ..,»•«' 
It'( I) = IP( 1 + 1) 
I M I U )= T.AiT ,: 
4 9 0 COriT TNU_ ^ 
5 1 0 Pv b^O -J=l •'M 
I M IKiUT,''i. .PJ J) S; • <*0 TO'^i?U, 
5nAK' , r=J ' 
I;f- ('l,,l-M'£r' .LQ.r'./.rib , IG'NjTf .FIO. 1) <%0 TO < ? w 
' • C U " ^ " . 1 - ^ . 2 ) Go TO M i 
74 
IF d T . 4?:.n GO TO o3o 
511 DO 5'2 I-1»M 
Ll=M+I 
L C 0 5 T 1 1 ) - C C 0 5 T ( L T # bHAPE,\) 
D C O S T ( l ) - L C O S T ( I ) 
5 1 2 CONTTMUE 
D O 515 1-1,IN 
I H l * * O i T U ) .GE.LCOST'(I + l)'> GO TO 5 1 5 
IoIPr|_COSI (I) . 
LCOSTcl)=LCOST.(I+i)-
L C O S T < I+.M = IJIP 
515 CONTINUE 
IMIP-LCOSI(N) -
DO 5 18 1 = 1.rr 
IKIIMIP.MP:.BCQST(I) ) GO TO 518 
IF(NMMiiE9.ta.2) GO TO 516 
MCNTri 
SnIP=I 
GO TO 531 
516 M C N T - M C N T + l 
SHIP-I 
GO TO 530 
5 1 8 C O N T I N U E 
520 CONTINUE 
5 3 0 JUB(SH1P.1T)=SHAPE 
GUI SHAPE 1=1 
UOOTOT(SMlp)=JOPTOT(SHIP)+P(SHAPE) 
T O T A L < S M T P ) r J 0 8 T 0 T ( S H I P ) 
IK(jr>BTOT(SHIP).Lc;.JCAP) 0 0 TO 540 
If-(MCNT.FIu.N) GO TO 540 
JOtfC^HlP.IT)=0 
J O B T O T (S'-»l p) =JORTJT (SHIP) - P (SHAPE) 
T O T A L ( S H T j ) = J O B T O T j S H I P ) 
5 3 5 IP(M)=0 
L c F T - L E F T _ l 
l F ( L r F T . ^ G . O ) GO To 538 
LlGHT»iiHTP)=l 
GO TO <+8« 
5 3 8 TOTAL! SHtf')=JOBTOT(SHIP) 
IF (N')MaE°.EQ.2) GO TO 5?6 
J&dTOT(S'«;p)=0 
M C N T - M C N T + 1 
L_FT=MAT 
5 3 6 DO 4^5 Iri,M 
IP(I)=P(I) '- -. 
485 C O N T I N U E -
.IwNlTE-0 
LIGHT(SMTP)=1 
Go T ^ 4 4 7 
540 PISH*PE)-1 
DO 5«*5 1 = 1 tt* 
IP(I>=P( T) 
5 4 5 CONTTNUE 
IF(N»IMdE r'.EQ.2)' GO TO 5 u 7 
If\tM«N=J'",*P-U0BT0ti{S^iP)" 
' IF(I nEMAM.LT.LITTLt)JOE.T'OYJSH1P)=0 
GO. Jn 54<i * 
5 4 7 LC F T ~ MT I T ., • 
,N«T=LETT . 3 ,-; » '-S-. 
JA=M .. • .. . • . •• •if • \ 
Cu 5 4 ^ :4. . • /..,• "'! "' \. • 
546 -JA=M-N+1 
Lr.FTrM-N-IT*viv ':• 1 , > . > • ' 
FV.T=I.F_FT 
548 T 1 i T.t.O.JX) GO TO 550 
lW4JTr-i 
GO TO 445 
550 Ki-.ITe-|o»5j|NUM,'ER 
53 FV.«--1'»T(/'1JX»24H**«******** HE'IPISTIC »IJ»13H ****.*•.*»* 
D^ 5*n l-if"i 
K = l 
Wrxl T'-fOf'V") I 
5 9 Forf-t'»TC>fv>».?HSCMrw'ULE I.'r =• ) 
If (JT-CI»J) .EU.Q) GO TO 5o5 
W^l flQj'.J I JOlj( I 
61 F uR'HT ( I'M # ""iX, I3i ' 
Loo 51 I (UivfO'JII »J> 
K A N = L j O O U , l ) 
T 0 T « T J = T ' T ] (I)•NIP(KAN) 
JOb(I»J>= < 
CO TO 670 
5 6 5 CONTINUE ; 
5 7 0 DO 575 0-x ,>A 
I F ( J O B < I . J ) . E G . O ) 30 TO 575 
WW I R ^ ( o » * S » ) J00( I » J ) 
6 3 F O ^ W ^ S A , 1 3 ) 
K=K+1 
L J O N ( 1 1 K - J = J O B 1 1 r J ) 
KAN=Ljyf3( I »K) 
T U T ( I ) = T O T ( I ) + N I P ( K A N ) 
5 7 5 CONTINUE 
5 8 0 CONTINUE 
DO 5*5 1 = 1 »N -
WHlT r(6»ftbJI.T0T(i) 
6 5 F O R M A T ( / 5 X i ? . 3 H T O T « L WORK ON P R O C E S S O R , I t r 2X r 3 H = rl5) 
5 8 5 CONTINUE 
CALL D E V M E ( T O T ) 
D O 5R9 1 = 1 1 N 
I T H R ( rE=M+(x - » - I 
IONE=M+I 
ITW0=LU0P(I,1) 
C O S T ( K E E D , N I M d E R ) = C O S T ( f E c : P » N U M a E R ) + C C O S T ( I O N t » l T W O » I ) 
. D o ; 5 * 7 J=l.rM .,. . ; ..... r . 
IONE=LJO?( I.j) ./ : 
ltwO=LJO°(I»j*l) 
IFtlTWO.^u.O) G O T O 5 8 8 
C O S T (KEEP, NIMtiER ) = E O S T ( "EtP» N U M B E R ) + C C O S T (10N£ , I T W O 1 1 ) 
5 8 7 C O N T I N U E 
5 6 8 COST < KEEP , t i'.JM3ER )-COST (*E£P V NUvpER ) + C r O S T (I O N E 11 T H R E E f 
5 8 9 C O N T I N U E 
NUM8F:R=NH::bER+l 
GO TO 250 . -[ 
6 0 0 AbSN=l • ' 
LAST=0 
6 0 5 Do 6^0 1 = 1 » N 
,." J N = M + I 
D O 610 K=1,M K 
N C O S T ( I . K ) = C C O S T ( U N » K . I ) 
A C O S T U « K ) = M C 0 S F (i»'K) ! 
610 C O N T I N U E 
6 1 2 DO 6 1 5 J= l . I ; M 
I K ( N COST ( 1. J) .GT.i<C0ST( I , J+l)) GO TO 6 l 5 
I u U P = N C O S T ( . I » J ) 
N C O S T A , J ) z M C O S T ( I • J * 1 ) 
NCOST( I»,)+1) = IDUP 
6 1 5 C O N T T N U E 
I b T A p T ( I > = N C 0 S T ( I ' M ) 
D O 6 P 5 J=1»M 
I F J I ^ T A R T ( I ) . N E . A C 0 S T ( I , j ) ) GO TO 6 2 5 
I T -(GO( j) .c 0.1) GO TO 6 2 ? 
J 0 8 ( T I A S C ; . O = J 
G 0 ( J ) = 1 
L b T D ' ' N ( I > = J 
W O R K ( I ) = ° ( J ) 
U O R " ' ( I ) = . . O R K M ) 
Go T O 6 3 0 
6 2 2 N t O S T ( i , " ) = O Q Q 
A C U S T T I , . I ) = < > 9 9 
Go To ol? 
625 CONTINUE 
630 C O N T n i U E ' • 
L L F T = M - N 
M»a=LEFT 
6«*5 Dt. 6^0 1 = 1. TN 
I F ( N " f U E c ? . E U . H ) G O TO 6"7 
IF (T-'OUK ( 1 i . L T L .:iWOKK( 1 + 1 ) ) GO TP 650 
Go TO ̂ -•n 
6 1 7 Ih ( I'-»0-<K( 1 ) IWOrtKC 1 + 1 ) ) G O T O -650-
6 « * 9 IwUP=I >vO f ,i\ ( I) 
I«.0R" C I ) = i»V"»9KC 1 + 1) 
I...0R'MI + 1 J=IDUP 
650 C O N T I N U E 
NvU '^I.vO*', iMJ 
»s70 DO b7f> I-irN 
If- ( J nUM . , ( L . WOlvK ( I ) I GO T 0 67*> 
MA C H = I 
GO TO 0 7 0 
6 7 3 CUljTTflJE 
6 7 9 Ii<U=I.STO"!.(MACH) 
6 8 7 D O 6^8 1=1»M . 
LC.OST.( I) -rGCOS'TYiNijr.IfcMArHI < 
* Q « . O S T m = l _ C O S T < I) - ' 
6 8 8 CONTTilJC 
6 9 0 D O 6°1 1=1iM 
I K G O c D . i . O . O ) G0'"T0S691J-> 
LC0ST(I)r'J99 * -
BtOST( I )=y99 " ? ; 
69 1 CONTINUE " ^ f - ^ 
6 9 2 00- 7*0 J=l» IM '4f ^ , 
Ih (LroST(O) .GEiLCoST(ijl^t)j GO TO 
MuUP=LCCST(.)) :! 
L C 0 S T ( J ) = L C O S T ( J + l ) \, ' ' 
LC0S T < j + » ) = M D U P 
7 0 0 CONTINUE,. 
JLUM=LCOSI (M) - V ' 
•' FLAG-M. > <f ., I... 
7 2 0 D O 7^0 J=1»M ' ̂  \ 
I M JniM.'Ic.BCOSTCJ) > GO TO 7 3 0 
IF(GO< J) .lO. 1)^;;G0 TO 7 2 * 
7 2 5 J O B ( , J A C H » A S S N + 1 ) =J 
IS=J 
GO TO 735 
7 2 8 L C 0 S T < M ) = 9 9 9 
B C 0 S T ( J ) = 9 9 9 
LE.FT=LEFT-1 
iFjL^Ff.^u.r)) G O To 736 
GO T r t 69? 
730' COHTTMUE 
7 3 5 WORK » MACM ) =WORK-( MACH )+P{lb) 
. JWORK (MAO 1) =W0RK (i-iACH-) 
IFJW^RKC'/.CH) .LE.OCAP) GO TO 745 
lF<L*ST.-O.N) GO To 7<*5 
L C 0 S T ( F L M i > = 9 9 9 
B C 0 S T ( 1 S > = 9 9 9 
JOB(»-'ACH»ASSN+1)=0 
WORK ( WrtCH)='.V0RK( M A C H ) - P fib) 
LEF.T=LEFT-1 
IFjL^FT.'t.n) GO TO 6 9 2 
7 3 6 JWOR*(MA~H)=WORK(MaCH) 
WORK(MACM)so 
L t F T = M A T 
LAST=LAST+1 
D U 7^8 I = l'»N • 
I aORK ( I ) = i\ORK (I) 
7 3 8 COf4TTNUE 
GO To 0 4 S 
7<+5 IF(ASSN. rv.'1-N) GO TO 5*0 
LSTD'.'N(M*CH)=IS 
GO(I^)=l 
DO 7^0 I = 1,M 
IW0M"( I )=.-.0?'K( I) 
JrtORK(I)=iwO'RK(I) 




GO TO 0 ^ 




9 0 2 D o 9*5 J=1.IM 
II- ( l n» J) .LL. IP( J+l) ) GO To 9*5 
ILtr'=IP(Jj 
Ii-( J> = lP(u*l.) U « j u )-'Lt.r> 
9 0 5 CONTTNUE 
IbIP=I» J(")' 
Do »•»' P J=J .M 
I> ( I r-IP . ' i . .f(U) ) VJO TO °1U 
GO T°> 
91J c o u t u r e 
9 2 0 DO 930 U=i»N 
J M = M + J if i r-•, • >• 
IF (F TRST ( j J ,EG.]') GO TO 9^5 
LL O S T I J ) =C C 0ST..V2lM »5SH A P E , J) 
GO TO 9 3 " . 1-4" "' -.. 
9 2 5 J o A T r L b T l O N { J ) :: 
LCOST<J)=CC05T{JBrtT/SHAPErJ) 
930 C O N T I N U E 
IMIT=999 
9 3 8 DO 9"0 0=1 »N 
IK(LCOST(u)-IMIT)935,940,^40 
9 3 5 SHIP=J 
IMITrLCOST(J) 
940 C O N T I N U E 
IF(IMIT.rO.999) GO TO 976 
IKIT-999 
J0b(5HIP >AbSN)=SHAPE 
JWORK I SHT I-') =UWOPK t bHIP)+PISHAPE) 
IF iJWOKK(bHlP).GT.JCAP) GO TO 960 
L E F T r L E F T - i 
F l R S T l S H T ^ j r l 
LbTDI"N ( S m P)=SHAP.t"' 




GO To 90? 
976 IMIT=999 
DO 9«1 J=1#M 
IF(JW0KK(o)-lMIT)979»98l,981 
9 7 9 S I 1 I P = J 
IMIT=JW0'?n( J) 
981 C O N T I N U E 
J O B ISHIP»\SSN>=SHAPE 
JrtORK(SHTt •)=JwOPK (SHIP)+P tSHAPE) 
LbTD"N(S ,llP)=SHAPt; 
9 9 2 Lt-FT=L£ F T - i 




. GO TO 90-> 
960 JrtORf t SH TP-) =JV.'ORK 1 SHIP)-P (SHAPE) 
J o b l ^ H I P r ^ S S r ^ z O 
L C 0 S T ( S H T H j = 9 9 9 
GO To 9 3 ^ 
1200 LLFT=M 
1270 M/\T=LEFT 
1275 DO 1310 K=1»N 
MKzM+K 
L O 0 K = L S T n u N ( K ) 
I F ( L O O K . c w • 0 ) GO To 1 2 8 ^ 
DO 1^80 J=1»M 
B C O S T l J ) = C C 0 S T ( L 0 0 K » J r K ) 
IF (K^S «n><, j) .E(3.1)0C0ST( j;=999 
12GU C O N T I N U E 
GO TO 12^2 • 
1285 DO l->90 J=1,M 
B C 0 S T < J ) = C C O S T ( W R r j , K ) 
It- (rOS.MtK, J) .E0.1)ijC0ST(J)=999 
1290 C O N T T N J E 
1292 IT£R=999 
DO 1*00 .lo=l#M 
IrId^ObTl^j)-ITER)1295»1300 , 1 3 ™ 
1295 L1GHT(K)=. CIST(JJ) 
Flt<ST(<)=„j 
ji\=J.l 
I l E W r H C O ^ T U J ) 
1300 C O N T I N U E 
1310 CcNTTfiur 
1315 I lt.:< = 9->9 
D o 1*3'J T-I,N 
Ir (LTGHTt ii—ITER) i320r'l , 3 0»1 330 
1320 M i h = T 
I I t R - L l * ' I I I ) . •: •-• " , 
1330 CvMTif'-jE 
'' I>'1 LAST ."v. ,i •) SAVf't-F l:««Sf f M1T4) 
LAb Tr() 
JufoTOT(MTi|) =jCMT01 (Mirn+NiP.fSMAPE)' 
JOfJTOT(MlN) .GT.JCAP) Go TO 1350 
' IHC SHAPE')-U 
j o u r « i u . VOSN^SHAPE 
1333 [)U 1*45 "iliM 
IF( If«K) .r.t.O) GO TO 1338 
DO 1335 T=1.N 
K A S N « I # K ) = 1 
1335 C O N T I N U E 
GO TO 13'»b 
1333 D O 1340 T = 1#N 








L A S T = 1 
GO TO 127u 
1350 jOuTOTlMTH^JOFUOT (MIN)-NlP(SHAPE) 
LIGHTj MPI) =999 
LOT=rirtST(MIN) 
K A S N H K I N , L O T ) = l 
MACH=MACM-1 
I F ( M A C H . c O . O ) GO TO 1360 
GO TO 1315 
1360 MAT=»'A r-1 
IF'(MAT.EO.O) GO TO 1380 
GO TO 127b 
1380 ITER=999 
DO 1400 T=l»N 
I F ( J O B T O T i I ) - I T E R ) 1 3 9 0 . 1 4 U 0 » 1 4 0 0 
1390 MlN=T 
ITER-JORTOT(I) 
1400 C O N T I N U E 
U u D « " I N » A b S N ) = S A V c 
lP<SAVd)=U 
GO TO 1333 
999 NUMtfFR=0 




IF" i I pUNS.ti£,0) GO TO 100 
1000 IuUP=0 
W K I T r « 6 . I U 7 0 ) 
Wi<lTFC6#''^),1 
29 FOKM<»T(//5Xf3HM = #13) 
V,*MTF(6f M)'l 
31 F O K M * T ( 5 * » 3 M N =,13) 
Wi< ITF (o»72) I SEED 
32 F O R M « T < 5 * . 7 H S E E D = #16) 
V.'KlTr.l6»*3)SlU ' ."fc..." i • 
, 33 FOi?;irtf (5Y.21HALLOrtAB"LE"r%V IA-TION = 1 F 4 . 
CO 1020 T = l » 5 
DO 1 « U J=1,IMP 
IUUP=IDU^+COST{ J, I} | '' v 
lLrUMnlDU"fH/M.MAT«U, I. 1) 
J u U M r j J U " + u A L M \ T ( o , Ir.2) 
KCUM=KJU"+bALMAT.:(0', l". 3) 
1010 CONTTNUE 
A V c o c ; T ( n = nui- ,/iMt j , 
A V.U AL 1 ( I ) - I DIM /1 Mr' 
AVUAL?( D - j n U M / I N V ' ' 
AVUAL3( n^KHUM/IMP ' 
ILUP=0 




W^ITf(u» 1 '.30)';, ... 
1030 FuKM A11 3 " A , f»H*fO.fS'T (ir J) ) 
Do 1"5J ':-lrU'n 
W.KlT'-iof»i,4fi j (COS I I It J) , J-1 . 6 ) 
J040 Fol<n».T 
79 
1050 C O N T T N J E 
WrvlTfJuf 1 "60) tAVCosT(I) ,1 = 1 ff>) 
1060 F O K M U I l5HAVe:?\AGE C'S* = »6I5) , 
Wt.lT rtb» U'7fl) 
1070 FOHMAT(l*X» ••**«* 
1080 FOR ̂ T l I V , 17H-1AX1MUM D 1 -V A AT ION • 1 OX, 17HAVLRAGE D E V I A T I O N , 
X9X,1«*H-1AX EXtEiJOEu LIMIT,VX» lfiHAVG EXTENDtJ L I M I T / ) 
Go 1100 T-1.IMP 
W K l T n o . U'90) iRALfMTtl»j,l) . J = l , 6 ) , (BALMAT(I•J,2> »U=l»6>» 
X(bAL"Al( T . J» 3) . J= 1» 6) » (°/<LMAT( I»J» 4 ) »J=l»t>) 
1090 F 0 K , ^ T < l ? X . 6 F U , 2 » 7 x » b F < 4 . 2 » 7 X » 6 r U . 2 , 7 X f 6F5.4) 
1100 CUNTTNJE 
9999 E ' J Q 
SOL^OurriE D E V A T E ( b A L M A T . T O T ) 
COMMON A ' / t C A P . I N . ^ K A T E . ^ E L P . N U ^ E R . M t o T f l M P f N . J C A P 
D1MEMSI0"! aALMAT(bo,5»3>.tiALNCE(10)»ToT[lO) 
INT£r-E'< "ALNCE .HAL-MAT. TOT 
IF(N^ATE.LU.O) GO TO 30 
DO 10 .1 = 1»N 
B * L N C E » I ) = S 0 R T ( ( T 0 T ( i ) - A V o C A P ) * * 2 ) 
MoST=MOST+bALNCECI) 
.10 CONTINUE 
D O 20 1=1,IN 
l K ( U * L ^ C r ( i ) . L E . b A L N C E ( T + l ) ) G O TO 20 
I^UP=DALMCE(I) 
B A L T E 1 1 ) =bALNCE (1+ 1) 
BALNCEI I«-1 = I0UP 
20 CONTINUE •' 
BALMAT(KP:E.P,NUN«eEi<, 1 ) = ( P A L N C E ( N ) / A V G C A P ) 
B A L M ' T (K^cP # NUMflEK, 2) = ( t MOST/N J / A V G C A ° J 
GO TO HO 
30 BAL'^KK^LP. NUMBER, 1 )=0 
BALMAT(KEiiP»NUMDEK»2) =0 . .; . . . . . . 
• BALMMIKECP.NUMf'E'<» 3)=0 .  " " '•'?•'* ' . 
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